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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong,
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W H O L E  N U M B E R , 5 8 7
Department of Science.
E dited by DR. J. HAMER, Sr.
M atter, Force and Consequent 
Motion.
(continued from last w eek .)
When the eye receives the rays from 
the sun or other luminous body, the 
nervous centre receives the full im­
pression, from both the force operating 
in a direct line and the resulting form 
of force and motion (vibration) and we 
see a luminary or glowing body. And 
this is the case, to a certain extent at 
least, when the rays are reflected from 
the polished surface of some metal, we 
see a bright image of the body; But 
from the reflection that takes place 
from the majority of bodies in nature 
we witness no such phenomenon. Only 
the objects from which the reflection 
takes place present themselves to view. 
A link connecting the eye with a lum­
inous body seems to be broken, the 
acting force lost, and only the vibra­
tory motion reflected. In all cases 
when water or any other fluid, or the 
solid earth itself is agitated, there is an 
acting force and motion in a direct 
line, that has overcome an opposing 
form of force, and destroyed an exist­
ing equilibrium. In the case of earth­
quakes there are two opposite direc­
tions in which the acting force over­
coming a resisting force may travel, 
either in a direction toward or from- 
the centre of the earth. In the former 
case the acting force is not felt if 
wholly beneath the surface. We only 
perceive the secondary form (wave 
motion). But in the latter the energy 
of both the acting and resulting forms 
of force may be acting in the resulting 
phenomenon, which for the most part, 
if not always, occurs in volcanic re­
gions. From the earthquakes, or rather 
earthquakes that have just occurred in 
our country, all the evidence points to 
the' fa'ct, that there was an acting’ force, 
that the force and motion was in a di­
rection from the centre of the earth, 
and in a locality east of us where the 
combined effect of both forms of force 
and motion were acting upon bodies 
and atoms of matter, and that our 
country has only experienced the result­
ing force and wave motion. Our im­
pression immediately after the occur­
rence of the late earthquake was, that 
Charleston had received the effect of 
both forms of force combined. But 
that could not have been the case, for 
Charleston would then have been 
flooded by waves of water if the force 
from beneath had been operating in that 
region to any considerate extent. I t  
was the secondary vibrating force from 
the east traveling in a westerly direc­
tion that was the direct cause of the 
calamity to that city. I t  was on Sun­
day the 29th of August that the great 
earthquake occurred in the region of 
the Gieeian Archipelago and on Tues­
day the 31st that Charleston first felt 
the effect of the force. I t  appears to 
have been at the former place that the 
acting as well as lateral vibrating force 
had full sway. In investigating the 
origin of earthquakes it is in the first 
place necessary to have a general 
knowledge of the present constitution 
Of our planet. At the present time it 
is undergoing contraction like any 
other cooling body, while heat (force) 
is acting in a direction the opposite to 
that of gravity (attraction). But at 
the same time from the varied opera­
tion of force through innumerable ages 
upon the matter of which it is com­
posed ; as now constituted the crust of 
matter which has passed from a fluid 
to a more or less hardened condition 
composing the- surface structure, is 
made up for the most part' of various 
strata of rocks formed in different ages 
of its history, lying one upon the other, 
and occupying positions from a hori­
zontal to a verticale direction. Beneath 
this crust of solid matter and bodies of 
water that covers a considerable part 
of the surface, matter is still in a mol­
ten condition and retained in that state 
by force in the form of heat, operating 
in an opposite direction and antagon 
izing the force that tends to bring the 
particles of matter together, and form 
solid bodies (aggregation and-cohesive 
attraction).
(continued next w eek .)
“Are you having a pleasant time 
asked a lady of a little miss at a fash­
ionable children’s party. “Delightful, 
thanks.” “ And will yonr papa and 
mamma come later ?” “ Oh, dear, no ; 
papa and mamma and I don’t belong to 
the same set.”
THE WIDOW’S SECRET.
“I don’t think you treat him- right,” 
said the rosy little widow to the dress­
maker who was fitting her trim figure 
to a silk gown of the color of “moon 
upon the lake,” and at the same time 
holding her head back, and a trifle to 
one side lest her tears should drop 
thereon. “ I don’t think women know 
how to treat their husbands.”
“You must be expert in the matter,” 
responded Mrs. Fittem, “seeing this is 
the fourth time you have tried ’em. 
Hollow in your back a trifle, a3 is na­
tural to you—there—sets like a duck’s 
foot in the mud—can’t be bettered,” 
she exclaimed professionally.
The widow eyed herself sharply, 
turning from side to side, and smiling 
consciously at her own prettiness.
“Yes, that will do, Mrs. Fittem ; but 
I am sure you don’t treat your husband 
right.”
“ Shouldn’t wonder,” ma’m, seeing 
my patience has clean gone out of me. 
This will be your fourth husband. 
Well, well, you must, begging your 
pardon, like men better’n I do. ’Moon 
upon the lake ’ is mighty becoming to 
you, and very suitable for a widow.” 
The lady reddened, but she gave a 
short laugh, also, as she answered in a 
way and manner to hide the sting un­
der what she said,—
“Men are good creatures when wo­
men know how to manage them. They 
do seem to incline more to some women 
more than others.”
“You never had a drinking husband, 
ma’am I suppose ?”
“Bless you 1 no, never 1 I could net 
abide the breath. A woman ought to 
be on her guard.”
“It seems so strange. Widowhood 
seems natural to some women — they 
thrive and grow pretty upon it.”
The widow laugh, saying,—*
> “I never gave it a thought — but it 
may be so.”
__ “Going to be married the fourth timel 
Not a chick nor child I not forty yet, 
and plump and pretty as ever! Upon 
my word, ma’am, I don’t see how you 
manage.”
“ Oh, that’s a secret.”
Mrs. Fittem opened her eyes wide, 
and slowly repeated,—
“A secret I
“Yes, indeed ; I have found it work 
admirably with three husbands, and 
doubt not it will work just as well with 
the fourth.”
“Bless my heart !” exclaimed the 
dressmaker, dropping the cord she was 
covering to put the flounce on with, 
and an ill-disguished horror on her 
face.
“Oh, I didn't kill my three husbands. 
They were dotingly fond of me to the 
last, and left me well provided for.”
“Do tell me your secret, ma’am,” and 
an expectant, not to say painful hope, 
brightened her wan face.
“I t  isn’t much, Mrs. Fittem, and yet 
it is a secret, and its application has 
been, as it were, disastrous in my case. 
I am sure I never expected it.”
“Dear me ! you seem to own up to 
something. Did they die, suddenly, 
poor critters ?”
“ Quite the contrary ; they lingered 
along as if loth to go.”
“ Poor c ri hers ! I should have 
thought you would have felt bad.”
“ I did, indeed and the pretty wo­
man preparing to wed her fourth hus­
band wept all the memory of the three.
“Do tell me all about it,” persisted 
the other with a look not sympathetic. 
“Your tears haven’t seemed to dim 
your handsome eyes.”
“I don’t know about that — I never 
thought about it — but, Mrs. Fittem, 
first and last I have cried a great deal.” 
“ Perhaps you had a reason unknown 
to thè world, ma’am. But I want dread­
fully to know how you managed it,” 
Our widow was a sort of widow Wad- 
ley—easily beguiled to tears or smiles- 
and she began to perceive that the ast­
ute dressmaker had some latent design 
in thus questioning her, which she did 
not object to gratify. -Accordingly she 
assumed the narrative form, while the 
needle of her auditor clicked against her 
thimble in concert.
“My first husband you must know, 
was well-to-do, but not rich. He was 
what is called a model man. He went 
to church every Sunday, and dropped 
twenty-five cents each into the contri­
bution box—never more or less. I knit 
him stockings and made him shirts ; he 
liked to see women industrious, and I 
was industrious. We went to lectures, 
and now and then to a social party — 
always at home and in bed at ten o’­
clock. He was agreeable in temper, and
apt to drop to sleep. Slow, and auto­
matic in movement. He had away of 
looking into kettles and jars, as if he 
expected to find things out of order ; 
and he did so find them, sometimes—it 
was a comfort to- him. He read all my 
letters; he liked it. He poked over my 
bureau drawers, and saw all my gloves 
and laces in such a mess — and in the 
mildest way reprimanded me. This was 
a comfort to him, also. He had not a 
fault; he had not a-vice; he had not an 
inordinate desire. I wished he had.” 
“You wicked woman!” ejaculated 
the dressmaker. “You didn’t know 
when you were well off.”
“I know it — I know it — I didn’t 
somehow grow good with such a man 
as I ought to have done, but when he 
was gone I saw it all, and almost cried 
my eyes out. You see a man is a good 
thing about the house, to lock the doors 
and look after things. When a woman 
is once used to having one around she 
is sure to feel lonesome and out of sorts 
when he is gone. I learned to think a 
dull husband by no means undesirable 
as a husband. Now the second hus­
band. I wore my widow’s weeds the 
the conventional period, though several 
of the most agreeable men were atten­
tive to me, but I shut my eyes. I man­
aged to prevent them from proposing, 
for I rather liked my freedom, and 
somehow three excellent men, who had 
known my excellent husband, were not 
to my mind. I am afraid I hated good 
men.”
The dressmaker groaned.
“Oh, how could you ? I am sure such 
a husband must be beautiful.”
“That is true, Mrs. Fittem — and he 
thought me beautiful. But you must 
understand he was a model man, and 
he did his best to make me a model wo­
man—but it was not in me. We women 
are naturally perverse, and apt to think 
Our way as good as a man’s way.”
“ So it is, only a good deal better,” 
muttered the other.
“ I don’t kwow about that. I am apt 
to think a man is wiser about many 
things than we a re ; but, any way, mar­
ried people will quarrel as a rule, be­
cause each is bent upon his own way. 
Now I never disputed a husband-never, 
never opposed him. But, as I  was go­
ing to say, one of my admirers was of 
a different kind. He was bright, dash­
ing, high-spirited and witty. He quite 
took me by storm of contrast. He was 
not a model man by any means, but he 
was intelligent, loved boats, and had a 
fine taste for music. He had a mean 
opinion of women in general, and was 
sometimes furious at himself for loving 
me. He declared he would be master 
in spite of me which was quite unnec- 
cessary, for I rather liked to have a 
master as saving troubles and responsi­
bility. I  hate disputes and fuss of any 
kind, and let matters slide in the eas­
iest manner possible.”
“I should think you might be a little 
lazy,” returned her auditor.
“ Is that the name for it ? Well, 'per­
haps I am. He would get into a fury 
about his bottoms, and because a door 
creaked, or the coffee was poor, and 
storm about the house, and slam doors 
and kick over chairs, at which I only 
said, ’Softly, softly, dear,’ which only 
made him worse.”
“I believe you,” said the dressmaker. 
“He even called me a devil once, in 
a sort of tender fit, and quoted Shakes­
peare :—
“Perdition catch my aoul, but I do loye thee 1” 
“He said I would sit perfectly calm 
on a husbands’s coffin while he smoth­
ered beneath, for what is a woman to 
do, but be quiet, while a big, strong 
man is raging about nothing. In one 
of these spells he broke a blood vessel 
on the brain, and an autosy showed a 
disease of the head, which Was pitiful 
to think about.”
“I wonder he hadn’t killed you,” was 
the response of Mrs. Fittem.
“ My third husband was all senti­
ment, and called me pet names, that 
would have delighted Fanny Osgood, 
the poet. I took them all patiently.” 
“ Patiently!” cried her hearer. “ It 
must have been delightful.”
“ Yes, when he called me pet, I had. 
an excuse for being girlish, if birdie, I 
might trill my notes; queenly might be 
cold and proud, so he had it all hie own 
way. But your sentimental man wants 
a good deal of sentiment in return ; 
must be indulged and coddled, and sees 
everthing in a sweet Arcadian lig h t; 
wants his wife to dress in out-of-the- 
way styles ; quotes :—
“ Give me a form, give me a face,
That lends simplicity a grace.
Kobes loosely flowing, hair as free ;
Such sweet neglect more tafeeth me 
Than all the adulteries of art,
That take mine eye but not my heart.”
“I went about mindless of the cestus 
of Venus, and had an excuse for show­
ing my beautiful hair, and dawdled 
over Moore and Byron, feeling inter­
nally that I was a poor goose, and a 
sort of fraud, for too much sentiment is 
very tiresome.”
“And he died like the rest?” . 
“Y-e-s,” and the widow tapped a 
small boot upon the carpet musingly.
“I t seems to me that your second 
husband understood you better than 
the others,” remarked the dressmaker.
“How so ? no matter ; but you must 
see that I am right in thinking you do 
not know how to manage your hus­
band, Mrs. Fittem.”
“You have not told me your secret.” 
“Do you not guess it?”
“It seems to me that you let them 
have their own way.”
“To be jsure I did. I t  is fatal to man 
or to woman always to have their own 
way. A little contention is the pass­
port of love. Nothing is more fatal 
than indifference.”
“And you married three men and in­
different to all 1”
The widow reddened.
“ Perhaps I am naturally of that 
kind, while you Mrs. Fittem, oppose, 
fret, scold, and not happy yourself, 
nor do you make him any the better 
man ; men are not easily turned about. ’ 
“ What would you do in a case like 
mine, where a man drinks?”
“I would manage just the same.”
“But how, ma’am ? how ?”
“ Well, well, muttered the widow half 
to herself, “ I cant find opinions and 
make annotatious. on them.”
“Do tell your secret, now I cannot 
for my life guess what it is.”
“Dear Mrs. Fittem, you are an ad­
mirable dressmaker — my silk, to use, 
my own illustration, sets like a ducks 
foot in the mud; but you don’t know 
how to manage a husband. You must 
come the morning I am to be married 
and see that I  am all right. Mr. Blank 
is fastidious— My hat is a pei feet love 
of a hat, and makes me look charming­
ly ; but let me advise you,” laying at 
the same time a nicely gauntleted hand 
on Mrs. Fittem’s shoulder, “ let your 
husband have his own way,” and she 
whirled her limber little shape out of 
he door, with a musical laugh that did 
not crinkle her cheeks nor pucker her 
eyes.
“Mrs- Fittem gave the moon-upon- 
the-lake dress a somewhat vigorous 
kick and exclaimed,—
“ She’s a devil — that’s what she is, 
and that’s the way she has made her­
self three times a widow.”
“So are all women,” hiccoughed a 
maudlin voice just coming in over the 
rear threshold. “ Who are you contem­
plating lovey ? Who is it ?”
The dressmaker eyed him a moment 
scornfully, but the calling her “lovey” 
did the business for him ; with mingled 
tears and smiles she patted his dusty 
shoulder, and replied,— •
“Dear, dear ducky, the nice little 
widow has been telling me how—how I 
might be a widow.”
“She has ? She understands the busi­
ness, I should think.” The idea had 
the effect to sober him. “ What did she 
want you to do, lovey ?”
“ Well—it was dreadful?”
“ Well, well, what was it? I ’ll have a 
warrant out and arrest her ; I ’ll have 
her shown up for what she — the she 
Haray Tudor—the she Blue Beard that 
she is,” and he went so far as to kiss 
the cheek of the poor wife, whó quite 
broke down under this unwonted ten­
derness, and threw herself into his 
arms.
“I will never do it, dukeye, never.”
“I am sure of it, I can trust you. 
You are not fit to be a poor lone widow. 
You need the protection arm of some 
husband.
Mrs. Fittem drew herself up a bit at 
this ; there was rebellion in her look.
“ Yes, she told me her secret,” she 
said.
“ What was it, lovey ? I am sure you 
would not hurt a hair of the head of 
your poor, devoted—”
Here he broke down from some cause 
or other, and staggered to one side.
“ I told her about yonr drinking so, 
James, and how you spent my earnings, 
and how I get out of all patience and 
sometimes well nigh hate you.” This 
was said with grave solemnity, and 
•then she added briskly. “ What do you 
think she told me to do?”
“Couldn’t guess; but I ’ m very sure 
you won’t do it.” -
“Never — you would not live a 
month.”
“Do tell—do tell what' it was.”
“She told me to let you have your
own way—think of th a t!”
The man’s eyes twinkled with wicked 
mirth.
“That wasn’t so bad, lovey.”
“Not so bad ! why-, you would drink 
yourself to death in a month or less, if 
I let you have your own way.
“Oh, no ; I would be cautious for 
your dear sake, so unfit to be a widow. 
Let me have my own way, lovey; I ’ll 
take the risk.”
And she did — she followed the 
widow’s advice. Under the circum­
stances, the reader can easily divine 
why Mrs. Fittem became a widow.
A Story of the Rail.
HOW A BRAVE BOY RISKED HIS LIFE TO 
SAVE A PASSENGER TRAIN.
A few weeks ago there passed away 
an old man of three score or more, who 
had led a quiet and apparently un­
eventful life. From a little before his 
«middle age he had been a follower of 
railroad work, and for years before his 
death a well-known member of the 
“foot-board” coterie, or, as is more 
commonly called, a locomotive engi­
neer. Some fifteen years ago an oc­
currence took place in his life that may 
'have changed its whole current.
One stormy, snowy night in Decem­
ber a freight train accident occurred 
through the breaking of a car-axle. 
The scene of the accident was on a 
portion of the road very crooked. The 
wreckers had been called out, ana with 
them the young telegraph boy, whose 
duty it was to climb a telegraph pole, 
make the necessary attachments with 
wires, clamps, etc., and to assist in the 
working of other trains past the ob­
struction. This boy was intrusted 
with the important task of opening and 
operating an additional office. Sitting 
on an impromptu chair, built of fence 
rails and stones, at the foot of the tele­
graph pole, his duty was to stop all 
traius coming toward the obstruction 
and hold them until one of the tracks 
had been cleared. I t  was on a Satur­
day night, and but few trains—save the 
regular night express-r-were running. 
Clothed with unusual responsibility, 
the lad sat through a terrible blinding 
snow and sleet-storm, hour after hour, 
no shelter and no company save the 
constant tick of the little instrument 
that held him in constant communica­
tion with the outer world.
One o’clock has come. The night 
express should be there. Orders have 
come from the wreck : “Hold the ex­
press at all hazards.” A glance at the 
watch tells the boy that he must take 
his lamps and meet the express as far 
above as possible. There were no air­
brakes in those days. A heavy, bind­
ing, cheerless fog has settled down like 
a tuick cover over a deep cut in the 
rocks. The snow from above was still 
coming down in sheets- Plowing his 
way through the wet snow over the un­
even surface of rails and ties went the 
boy in the direction of the ' express, 
whose faint rumble could first be felt, 
then faintly heard. Planting himself 
firmly between the rails, the boy stood, 
a lamp in each hand, waiting to swing 
at the first burst of the headlight 
through the fog. Nearer and closer 
came the heavy train. One second, 
two, three, and the headlight com­
mences to lighten up the banks and 
rocks of the curve. The fog lifts, the 
light gleams on the wet, shining rails. 
Swing goes the red lamp as the blind­
ing glare of the powerful headlight 
shoots into sight at the upper end of 
the curve. Faster swings the red light. 
No answering blast of the whistle. The 
red light is on a desperate, almost de­
spairing swing. No answer yet. The 
boy leaps over the outer rail into the 
ditch alongside, poising himself as he 
jumps, and as the great glaring mon­
ster is upon him his right arm puts an 
almost superhuman force into the last 
swing, the lamp leaves his- hand, and 
with a crash goes through the little 
glass door in front of the engine’s cab, 
right into the face of our old friend 
the engineer.
The lad sank back into the rocky 
fissures of the cut, the train rushes by 
him harmlessly, but with a terrible 
shriek of the whistle. The old chain- 
brake snaps like an overstrained mus­
cle, and away rushes the express past 
that clicking, instrument, on, on, into 
the darkness, out of hearing and be­
yond recall. Slowly and wearily the 
boy plods his way over the ties to his 
post at the instrument, pondering over 
his unheeded efforts and the result. 
“Hold the express at all hazards ?”— 
and where was that express ? There,
with his trembling fingers upon the key 
of the instrument, he sat trying to tell 
his superior officer  ^at the wreck that 
his efforts to - hold the express had 
failed. This he did without telling of 
the fate of that red light. Yoices are 
presently heard through the darkness, 
and ere long the swaying of several 
lighted lanterns is to be seen as they 
come from the direction of the lost 
train. A few seconds later the eager, 
peering faces of the trainsmen appear, 
and the boy recognizes the familiar 
faces of the conductor and brakeman of 
the express. The train had stopped, 
but only a few yards away from the 
wreck, and the men had come back to 
pick up the operator, whom they sup­
posed was mangled and dead in the 
curve above. The engineer, they say, 
had been badly hurt by some of the 
broken brake-chain. The boy is grate­
ful and happy because it is no worse. 
In a minute or so the engineer—our 
old friend — makes his appearance. 
Face covered with blood, which he had 
vainly tried to wipe away with bunches 
of greasy waste ; a long cut just under 
the roots of the hair told where he had 
been hurt. Throwing his arms about 
the brave boy’s neck he whispered 
through his sobs of joy, as the tears 
trickled down his blood-covered cheeks: 
“I was asleep and you risked your 
life to save us all. Thank God, you 
threw' it straight and true, I  will be a 
different man from to-night.”
’Twas so. The true tale has never 
before been told. That engineer’s life 
was thenceforth a true, honest and 
sober one. The chain served as the 
pretext for the wound,and the fireman, 
who was nodding on his box, too, 
never knew the true history. Death 
long ago came to him in the discharge 
of his duty. And now that the shades 
of death have closed over our old 
friend, peace to his memory.
He has gone to that final foot-board 
to rest, where his ‘runs’ will be in 
pleasant places. His occasional meet­
ings with his operator friend wire al­
ways gentle, kind and full of affection, 
and no mention was ever made of the 
attempt to “hold the express at all 
hazards.”—Philadelphia Times.
The Fool’s Dog.
The dog isn’t to blame, as should be 
explicitly understood at the out-set. 
He had no idea of going off for the 
summer until his fool of a master or 
his idiot of a mistress suggested it. 
Then, as he had no choice in the mat­
ter, he decided to go. The Fool’s dog 
may be pug, poodle, bull-dog, spaniel, 
or Newfoundland—it’s all the same to 
the Fool. He feels that the canine is 
dying for a mountain breeze or a ram­
ble on the sea-shore, and he sets out 
with him. The baggage man may 
charge one dollar or five—the dog goes. 
I t  may cost one dollar or five to care 
for him at the hotel—the dog brings up 
there. There are hotels which refuse 
to shelter the Fool and his cur ; there 
are others which seem to be afraid of 
hurting somebody’s feelings—probably 
the cur’s.
When the Fool and his dog are 
roomed the business begins. Every 
hall and veranda must be as free to the 
dog as to the Fool. No matter who 
fears him, or what cause they have to 
fear, he has the right of way. He rolls 
in the sand and distributes it along the 
veranda. He takes his bath and shakes 
the water over the white suits of the 
ladies. He knocks down toddling 
babies, snaps at scampering children 
and is ever ready to set his teeth in 
some adult’s leg. People blast his eyes 
and the eyes of the Fool, but "both 
grow fat on it. I t  isn’t quite so bad 
when the Fool is a man, because a man 
can be kicked. When it is a woman— 
a woman with a dog which seems to 
have been hit simultaneously on the 
two ends with mauls to drive him to­
gether to make a pug of him, you 
might as well hang up your harp. Thè 
dog is going to have his own way if it 
empties the hotel of guests. Some 
people put up with it, feeling that the 
grave is not far away. Others visit a 
drug store and make a purchase and 
then have business at a , butcher shop. 
In a day or two the Fool attends a 
burial in a sand hill, and returns from 
the funeral to offer a reward of fifty 
dollars for the detection of the callous- 
hearted murderer. Nobody knows 
who did it and every body is happy un­
til a new Fool and a new dog comes up 
in the omnibus.— Detroit Free Press.
One important difference between a 
man and a woman is that a man puts 
his clothes on him, while a woman puts 
herself in her clothes.
W h a t is W ealth  ?
AN IMPORTANT QUESTION VIEWED FROM A 
PHILOSOPHICAL STANDPOINT.
Wealth can not be any mere sum of 
money. Money has no settled value. 
In one place, among certain conditions, 
you can get for a mere trifle what you 
can not buy with a thousand pounds 
somewhere else. What will purchase 
pure air and clear sky in November ? 
Millionaires cry out for them in vain. 
Yet some poor woman, say in Shetland, 
who never sees money, but exchanges 
her knitting work for her trifle of tea 
and cloth, can get the bracing wind 
and the bright sky for nothing. We 
all know how seriously this considera­
tion should enter into our estimate of 
the real improvement to be looked for 
in any change of our place or pros­
pects. What better off are we in go­
ing somewhere to earn double wages if 
all the commodities of life there cost 
three times as much as where we are 
now ? People, rush off -to the capital 
cities to “better” themselves, by earn­
ing a few shillings more per week or a 
few hundred more per year, as the case 
may be. They generally find that the 
things they must have absorb all the 
apparent surplus, while many things 
which they had before, and ought to 
have, they have to resign altogether.
Wealth does not consist of possession 
of any kind. Take an illustration : A 
man is wrecked on a desert island ; the 
ship runs aground, and he finds him­
self the owner of bags of bullion and 
precious stones, of rare books and rich 
fabrics. But he can get no fresh water. 
Presently he dies of thirst—a poorer 
man than the beggar who wins a hum­
ble meal by sweeping a doorstep or 
weeding a garden. Indeed there is no 
poverty so terrible as the possession of 
everything except what we want. The 
Persian poet Sadi has a story on this 
point. He says :
“I saw an Arab sitting in a circuit of 
jewelers of Basrah, and relating as fol­
lows : ‘Once on a time, having missed 
my way in the desert and having no 
provisions left, I gave myself up for 
lost, when I happened to find a bag full 
of pearls. I  shall never forget the 
relish and delight that I felt on suppos­
ing it to be fried wheat, nor the bitter­
ness and despair which I suffered on 
discovering that the bag contained 
pearls.’ ”
Still less does wealth consist in mere 
accumulation; we really do-not have 
what we do not use. A miser had a 
store . of buried gold, over which he 
used secretly to gloat. A thief stole it 
away and a wise man strove to comfort 
the miser by persuading him ,to bury 
some oyster shells in its place, and to 
visit them and chuckle over them, as 
he had done over the gold.
. Now let us turn to what wealth is in 
the higher sense. Wealth is the satis­
faction of those needs of human life 
which, if unsatisfied, check its harmo­
nious development. No man can be 
wealthy until he finds out the limits of 
his needs, for “ want is a growing giant 
whom the coat of Have was never large 
enough to cover.” So we cannot find 
out what wealth is till we find out what 
these needs are.
Our bodily needs are pure air, good 
water, wholesome food, sufficient cloth­
ing and shelter, labor and rest. Our 
mental needs are the education of our 
senses, some leisure and some intel­
lectual nourishment, either from books 
or society. Our spiritual needs are 
love and duty.—I. F. Mayo, in Sunday 
at Home.
Brown—I saw that Nancy Brown 
just now ; she is about as homely 
looking a woman as I ever set eyes on. 
Fogg—Nonsense, man I she’s not so 
bad ; she’s a great deal better looking 
than her sister. Brown—Then you 
know Nancy ? Fogg—No, never saw 
her. But I have seen her sister.
An article in a California paper is 
entitled, ‘-‘How Scalping Feels.” The 
sensation is supposed to be nearly simi­
lar to that experienced by the Demo­
cratic office-seeker who goes to Wash­
ington and is informed that the position 
he is seeking has been given to a mug­
wump.
Mrs. Maternal (conversing with a 
friend at whose house she is calling, is 
disturbed by seeing her little daughter 
in another part of the room examining 
some ornaments): “Hortense, dear, I 
wouldn’t touch those things.” Hor­
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B oodle Darlington captured sufficient 
delegates to get the Congressional 
nomination. Whether he can secure 
enough votes to get elected is a little 
matter to be decided further on.
W. P. Cuthbertson, the candidate of 
the Prohibition party, this county, for 
the State Senate, has intimated that he 
is ready to be ridiculed—and defeated. 
Brave man, Cuthbertson. We all can 
bet he’ll be a martyr yet.
S. C. F reed , of Limerick, took a 
■warm interest in the Prohibition Con­
vention, Norristown, last week. His 
interest was so warm and so extensive 
that some folks have concluded that he 
is the comiDg Cameron of the new 
party. That he is a talkative boss, no 
•one will deny.
Christopher Brazer , of Cheltenham 
township, is a candidate for Sheriff, 
subject to the rules of the Republican 
party. He appears to be a gentleman 
well fitted for the office, and deserves 
the recognition of his fellow Republi­
cans throughout the county. The 
coming convention will nominate either 
Kline or Brazer.
Seven of the eight members, consti­
tuting a committee of inquiry, of the 
popular branch of Philadelphia Coun­
cils, have demanded that Mayor Smith 
be impeached for misdemeanor and 
maladministration in office. I t  does 
not follow, of course, that Smith will 
be impeached. The report of the com­
mittee remains to be acted upon by 
Select Council.
A dispatch from Washington, dated 
September 14, reads : I t  is expected 
that another call for three per cent, 
bonds will be issued in a few daj's. The 
receipts this month have averaged over 
$1,000,000 a day, and are over $6,000,- 
000 in excess of the current expendi­
tures for the same period. The Trea­
sury surplus, exclusive of the $100,- 
000,000 reserve fund and the fractional 
silver in the Treasury, is estimated at 
$70,000,000.
T he Chester county republicans are 
not in kissing-each-other humor just 
now. The recently nominated candi­
date for Congress named Darlington 
beat the distinguished Everhart by one 
vote. Now it is claimed that Darling­
ton, or his friends, won the battle by 
reason of questionable methods, and 
that in consideration of the goodness 
of Everhart, the righteousness of right, 
and the political wickedness of Darl­
ington and his henchmen, Everhart will 
run as an independent candidate. The 
program is to beat Darlington. I t is 
thought the Democrats of the district 
will make no nomination, thus favoring 
the electfon of Everhart. Nothing like 
political revolutions if the political 
atmosphere is to be cleared.
D own in Tennessee a novel campaign 
is in progress. Bob Taylor is the 
democratic candidate for Governor and 
Alfred Taylor, Bob’s brother, is the 
republican candidate for the same posi­
tion. The father of the two candidates 
is a prominent prohibitionist. The 
brothers conduct joint political meet­
ings, and discuss democracy and re­
publicanism from the same platform. 
Here is a sample of Bob’s oratory :
“Is there anything improper, indeli­
cate, or unbrotherly in our meeting to 
discuss publicly the interests of a great 
State and a great nation under these 
two ideas? We have not met to wrangle 
or quarrel or scramble for the high 
office for whiqh we have been made 
candidates. The tender bond of 
brotherhood is neither severed nor 
abraded by our differences of opinion 
in politics, nor can the discussion of 
political questions disturb the delicate 
relations. The red rose and the white 
rose bloom together and shed their 
odors upon the same atmosphere, and 
gently struggling for supremacy,glorify 
the twilight hours. My brother repre­
sents to-day the red rose and I repre­
sent the white. Our political histories 
vary in this that in my budhood I was 
transplanted by tender and loving 
hands into the sweet gardens of pure 
democracy ; while he, like ‘the last 
rose of summer,’ was left -blooming 
alone.
u ‘Full many a gem of purest ray serene,
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear ; 
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen, 
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.’
“ But, fellow citizens, when you have 
all taken a smell, and then taken your 
choice of blossoms, the red rose will 
have the happy consolation that he is 
the brother of the Governor.'’
Alfred is a gentleman of intelligence 
and good sense, but you can just wager 
your bottom copper that Bob’s the 
next Governor of Tennessee.
One of the results of the earthquake 
was to cure the rheumatism of a citizen 
x>f Columbia, S. C. He had used 
crutches for years, but when the quake
quaked lie run out of the house like a 
four-year-old steer, aud he hasn’t used 
his crutches since.
The Republicans carried Maine with 
a majority of ten or twelve thousand, 
Monday. The admirers of Jimmy 
have reason to stick to the idea that he 
is a big man and ought to be elected 
President, some time.
T he State Fair, now in progress in 
Philadelphia, is being well patronized 
by the citizens of that place and the 
surrounding counties. The exhibit of 
farm products, machinery, and live 
stock, is complete and satisfactory, and 
there is no reason why the State Fair 
should not be a pronounced success.
Correspondence.
“PR O H IB ITIO N  P O L IT IC S .”
E ditor of I ndependent:—The religio- 
politico ( anonymous ) correspondent 
who airs his knowledge of current 
political matters and especially his nar­
row-minded spleen under the above 
heading, in your last paper, only needs 
a brief answer to protest against the 
spirit that dictated it. The author 
commences religiously, by quoting 
Scripture, proceeds with historical cita­
tions and ends by proving that he has 
been himself a “dabbler (perhaps all 
his life) in the pool of the dirtiest kind 
of politics.” He seems to have no idea 
that any one can act from a higher mo-, 
tive than “personal ends,” “sham and 
pretense,” “ base personal ends,” “re­
venge and • animosity,” “revengeful 
spirit,” “disappointed ambition watered 
by malice and revenge,” “voracious 
appetite for office,” “ unsavory odor 
clinging to their principal candidate,” 
“p s e u d o  temperance reformers,”— 
“ Wolfe’8 egotism,” Wolfe’s spleen,” 
“ Wolfe’s vengeance,” “ Wolfe’s disap­
pointed ambition,” “a band of restless 
agitators, assisted by a number of dis­
appointed office seekers,” &c. .These 
are specimens of course epithets aud 
sneers that grace this wonderful deliv­
erance, reminding one of crazy old 
Lear's famous exclamation, when tire'd 
of cursing his daughters.:—“Give me 
an ounce of civet good apothecary to 
sweeten my imagination!” But here 
is a passage that invites a brief com­
mentary :
“Like Cardinal Richelieu of old the Christian 
Church in her beauty, power and majesty should 
draw her sacred circle around the shivering form 
of Temperance, one of her loveliest daughters, 
now being hounded to death in the house of her 
pretended friends, and hurl her anathema against 
all who would pollute her sacred precincts by 
prostituting so noble a cause to a factious, par­
tisan and revengeful spirit.
There’s classic argument for you 1 
And so “ the Christian Church” is im­
ploringly beseeched to take “ the shiv­
ering form” of the temperance baby 
out of the arms of its cruel wet-nurse 
(politics) who is about to strangle it ? 
And further, she (the church) is invi­
ted to “ hurl her anathema at those who 
are hounding it to death 1” This re­
minds me of the words or exclamation 
of Mrs. Cunningham of New York 
who killed a wealthy dentist who 
boarded with her, some years ago for 
his money, and sought to heir his 
estate by giying birth to a pretended 
or “ bogus” heir. As the purchased 
child was brought to her bedside she 
exclaimed : “Oh my dear blessed baby!” 
A nonymous.
H ow  is T his, General ?
From the New York Sun.
We dislike to say anything that 
sounds like an imputation upon the 
trustworthiness of our venerable friend, 
Gen. N eal D ow, the Father of Prohi­
bition. Nevertheless, there is a little 
matter that we should be glad to have 
him straighten out.
Differing entirely with Gen. Dow in 
our opinion as to the merits of the pro­
hibition system, and in our belief as to 
the practical efficiency of the Maine sta­
tutes for the suppression of the liquor 
traffic, we have always been glad to re­
ceive and to publish his assurances 
that the law was working finely.
Half a dozen times, perhaps, within 
as many years past, Gen. Dow has writ* 
ten to The Sun , rebuking us for inti­
mating that the Maine law did not seri­
ously affect the dimensions of the rum 
traffic in that State. In March, 1883, 
for example, he made the subjoined 
statement in a letter which we printed as 
coming from the highest authority on 
the subject:
“The quantity of liquor sold in Maine is not 
more than one-twentieth of what it was before 
the law. Every distillery and brewery in the 
State has been suppressed.; there is not one re­
maining.”
That same year Gen. Dow wrote as 
follows to the Rev. C harles D. Crane , 
a New Jersey clergyman :
“The Maine law was enacted in 1861, and from 
that day to this it has been a great success.”
Only ten months ago he published a 
letter containing this declaration :
“ The Maine law is as well executed as any on 
our statutes.”
Last week Gen. Dow caused to be 
printed in the Portland Argus over his 
own signature an open letter, in which 
occurs this extraordinary passage :
“For many years we have applied to Republi­
can Legislatures for such additions to the law 
as experience has shown to be necessary, but we. 
have been resolutely refused, or have been put 
off by insufficient and insignificant measures. 
The consequence is that the volume of the liquor 
traffic has not been at all reduced within the 
last twenty years. In every city in Maine under 
Republican rule, except in Portland, the law has 
been and is absolutely ignored, and the authori­
ties refuse to take any measures whatever for the 
extinction of the low grog shops which infest 
them, and inflict great suffering upon large 
numbers of people.”
The question whether the Republican 
party in Maine has been and is loyal to 
the temperance cause is of trifling im­
portance compared with that which is 
raised by these significant admissions. 
They come from the man who,more than 
any other one person, is responsible 
for the statements, that for years 
have cheered and encouraged the Pro­
hibitionists in other State of the Union.
Where is the system likely to have a 
longer, fairer, and fuller trial than it 
has bad in tbo State of Maine ?
A W F U L  W RECK.
sixteen  people killed  outright.; many 
MORE FATALLY INJURED.
E r ie , September 14.— An excursion 
train for Niagara Falls, under the ma­
nagement of John M. Glazier, left this 
city this morning at about 8 o’clock. 
There were about four hundred people 
aboard, most of them working men of 
this city. At various points along the 
road between Erie and Dunkirk the 
party was joined by small knots of pas­
sengers. The railroad company was 
busy to-day and at each station the 
train stopped and received orders be­
fore proceeding on its way. At Silver 
Creek, a small station just east of Dun­
kirk, the engineer received orders to 
run ahead regardless of local freight 
No. 6, which the order stated would 
side-track for him below the station. 
He accordingly pulled up his train of 
eleven cars, loaded to their full capac­
ity, and had proceeded as far as the 
sharp curve a half mile below the sta­
tion when he saw smoke floating over 
the hilltop around which the curve 
went. The locomotive sounded warn­
ing whistles, but it was too late. The 
local freight, running forty miles an 
hour to make the Silver Creek side 
track, collided with the passenger. As 
the engines came into collision the 
shock lifted the baggage car of the ex­
cursion train from its trucks and drove 
it backwards to the smoker, filled with 
passengers. Starting in. at the forward 
end of the car it literally mowed down 
the seats and crushed their occupants 
into unrecognizable masses upon the 
floor. Out of the thirty-five occupants 
of the car but two escaped with slight 
injuries. The scene of the accident was 
in a deep cut, just where the curve 
commences. The shock aroused the 
passengers in the rear cars and the 
sound of escaping steam startled the 
neighborhood. In ten minutes five 
hundred men besides the excursionists 
were on the ground. The Lake Shore 
and Nickel Plate Railroads, upon re­
ceipt of news of the accident, sent spe­
cial trains from Buffalo and Erie filled 
with physicians and medical appliances. 
As the work of carrying out the dead 
and wounded progressed many painful 
and agonizing sights were seen. In 
one place at the centre of the car David 
Sharp, of this city, was riding with his 
ten-year old sou. When the collision 
occurred it seemed they were paralyzed 
and unable to get out and they were 
caught and crushed into an unrecog­
nizable mass. Charles McSparren, 
prominently connected with the Stearns 
Manufacturing Company, of this place, 
had a marvelous escape. He was picked 
out of his seat by the draw-head of the 
baggage car, thrown along the tops of 
the seats, his clothing torn from his 
body and eventually thrown out of the 
car window, having received but slight 
bruises. William Reifel and Henry G. 
Fink, two prominent Erie merchants, 
were the only ones who escaped from 
the car unscathed. When the work of 
removing the dead and injured had 
been completed the corpses were taken 
to the freight house and laid upon the 
floor for identification and the injured 
were taken to a hospital car. Sixteen 
were killed outright. The injured were 
at once brought to this place in the 
hospital car and are now being treated 
at St. Vincent Hospital Over two- 
thirds of all the injured will die.
Buried in a Mine.
eight men probably killed  by the  giv­
ing AWAY OF THE WALLS OF A COLLIERY.
Scranton, September 13.—The Mar- 
vine Colliery of the Delaware and Hud­
son Canal Company, in the northern 
outskirts of the city, was the scene of a 
thrilling disaster this morning between 
9 and 10 o’clock. Persons living in the 
vicinity of the mine were startled by a 
loud rumbling like a roar of distant 
thunder. The earth shook violently 
and great clouds of dust emerged from 
the mouth of the mine. The force of 
the shock was distinctly felt in the 
centre of the city and hundreds were 
'soon hurrying to the pit, where about 
three hundred men and bojrs were at 
work. Superintendent B. B. Atherton 
immediately ordered a force of men with 
ambulances and stretchers to the mine. 
I t was soon ascertained that the crash 
was caused by an extensive fall of rock. 
This wreck caused a fearful panic among 
the miners. The crash was preceded by 
a rush of air that coursed through the 
galleries and chambers with the force 
of a whirlwind, extinguishing the lights 
and leaving the men in total darkness. 
Then came the dread collapse. Those 
who were not caught in the wreck ran 
for their lives,'stumbling among the de­
bris. Most of the men, after a painful 
experience in which several of their 
number were injured, made their way 
out through the shaft. Eight men are 
dead or missing. In addition to these 
many of those who escaped were severe­
ly injured and tell of hairbreadth es­
capes. Henry Shafer, whose father was 
killed, had his shoulder fractured and 
three ribs broken by a boulder, which 
held him down until he was rescued by 
his comrades. Thomas Healy, a laborer, 
who worked near the edge of the fall, 
was protected and had both feet caught 
under the mighty mass. Joe Ready 
had both feet caught and escaped with 
several broken toes. Patrick Gibbons 
had a miraculous escape. He was twen­
ty feet from the mouth of the slope, at 
the foot of the shaft, when the crash 
came, and was hurled a distance of 
twenty feet and wedged under the en­
gines. He was extricated unhurt. He 
says he was timbering the mine with a 
gang of men when the fall occurred. 
They felt the squeeze coming and as­
sembled iq a group. Then they started 
through the old workings, When the 
first fall came it put out their lights, 
The fall extended from where the tim­
bering gang was first at work, a dis­
tance of one hundred yards, to the road 
on the right of the slope. The fleeing 
men had to go through the other old 
workings to escape. They got into the 
main heading, found the gate locked 
and quickly tore it down. The search 
still goes on and the night scene at the 
shaft is a sad and sombre one, as the
wives and mothers of the entombed 
men, hoping against hope, stand about 
the pit of death sobbing pitifully. It 
is thought that all the men in the mine 
at the time of the disaster are dead. 
The force of the convulsion has shown 
itself on the surface of the earth. About 
a thousand feet to the northwest of the 
mouth of the shaft are fifteen or twenty 
fissures.
Maine Goes Republican.
BOTWELL ELECTED GOVERNOR BY AN ESTI­
MATED MAJORITY OF OVER 1-0,000.
P ortland, Sept. 13".—The returns 
from to-day’s election are coming in 
slowly. At the Gubernatorial election 
in 1882 the Republican plurality was 
8,560. Two years ago, in the Presi­
dential year, the Republican Governor 
was elected by a plurality of 19,745. It 
is the latter vote that to-dáy’s returns 
are compared with. One hundred and 
fifty towns give Bodwell (Rep.), for 
Governor, 34,532; Edwards (Dem.) 
27,305, and Clark (Pro.), 1,765,against) 
Roble (Rep.), in 1884, 39,400; Bed- 
man, 29,243 ; Prohibition, 649 ; Green­
back, 1,518, and scattering, 7. Republi­
can plurality, 7,229, against 10,158—a 
loss of 2,931. The total vote of these 
150 towns in 1884 was 70,910. This 
year it is 63,702, a decrease of 7,908. 
This would indicate a total decrease of 
about 14,000 and total vote in the State 
of about 128,000. These 150 towns re­
turn about one-half the vote of the 
State. The Republican loss is in the 
neighborhood of 3,000, and if the same 
average holds out the total loss would 
amount to 6,000, giying a majority of 
13,000 and upwards for Bodwell over 
Edwards. The Prohibition vote is like­
ly to settle down around 4,000, the fig­
ures indicated in these dispatches last 
night. As for the Legislature, that will 
be overwhelmingly Republican and will 
return Mr. Hale to the United States 
Senate. All four of the Republican 
Congressmen are returned. Reed, from 
the First or Portland district, who had 
a margin of 900 two years ago, has run 
ahead of this ticket and has a majority 
of 1,200. A severe fight was made on 
him and it failed. Dingley has also in­
creased his majority in the Second dis­
trict, and Milliken and Boutelle, who 
have large Republican districts, were 
never in doubt.
Interesting Paragraphs.
The most extraordinary incident of 
absent-mindedness is told of a clergy­
man who forgot what he was about in 
the middle of a prayer, and sat down. 
In a moment he arose, and pointing to 
the amazed congregation, said : “Oh, 
by the way, amen.”
Now the bloom is on the peach, and the 
yellow is on the pear ;
And the purple grapes hang thick in 
heavy clusters.
There is ripeness in the sunshine, and a 
feeling everywhere
That the time has come for shedding 
linen dusters.
Now the seasons’ ‘mother, Autumn, 
calls her children all together, 
And this history of the year to them 
relates;
While the thrifty politician begins to 
wonder whether
He will have to pay the same for dele­
gates.
— Buffalo Express.
A few days ago the fourteen-year-old 
daughter of David Fry of Stumptown, 
Md., was ill and slept sixty-six hours. 
She awoke, ate hearity, seemed quite 
well, and then went to sleep again. At 
last accounts she. had been sleeping 
ninety-eight hours without intermis­
sion.
Mrs. Stena Jones, who died in East 
Carondelet, Mo., a few days ago, had 
lived 115 years. Of her five sons and 
fourteen daughters, all grew to maturi­
ty, and it is said that each one was over 
six feet in height. Mrs. Jones out­
lived all but five of her nineteen child­
ren.
When a citizen of Lowell the other 
evening stopped a horse that was aim­
lessly dragging a top buggy through 
the streets,~he found within the buggy 
a young and loving and sleeping couple 
clasped in each other’s arms, the girl’s 
head reposing gently upon "the young 
man’s shirt bossom.
Lumbermen get twenty cents a log at 
Wansaw, Wis., for raising “dead” or 
water.soaked logs from the bottom of 
the Wisconsin River. They have all­
ready raised about 600,000 feet, and 
logs that have been*dead for twenty 
years are said to be as sound as the day 
on which they were cut.
They raise energetic hens in Kansas. 
A Kingman county man had one that 
tried to hatch out a sitting of eggs and 
failed ; then tried a second lot and ’ 
brought forth ten fine chicks, took care 
of them for six weeks, during the last 
three of which she laid an egg every 
other day ; then wanted to sit again, 
and, uot being permitted, stole another 
hen’s chicks and brought them up with 
more than stepmotherly devotion.
A South Norwalk woman who took 
gas the other day while she had teeth 
drawn, instead of regaining conscious­
ness after the operation remained in­
sensible and began to bloat rapidly. Her 
face, body, and limbs swelled alarm­
ingly ; but when a doctor was called, 
who ripped off her tight clothing and 
relieved the pressure, she soon recov­
ered. Dentists say the case is a very 
rare one. 1 ' \
“ I am sorry to find you no bettér, 
Mrs. S.,” said the minister to a sick 
parishioner, “but we must hope for the 
best. We must put our trust in Him 
upon whom alone we can depend for 
health and strength, I will try and see 
you again before I go, and, in the mean 
time I will pray—
“Are you going away, Mr. Good­
man ?” inquired the invalid.
“Yes, The members of the church 
have given me a trip to Europe, hoping 
that the sea voyage will give me health 
and strength.”— N. Y. Sun,
— COLLEGEVILLE—
Ro lle r M ills  !
CAPACITY : 300 BUSHELS OF WHEAT, 100 
BUSHELS OF RYE, AND §0 BARRELS 
OF FLOUR DAILY.
Wheat and Rye Wanted !
For which I will pay highest prices in cash, and 
still higher if taken out in trade.
F O R  S A I . E
ROLLER FLOUR,
FRT^cTIEj flour ,
GRAIN, FEED , OF A L L  KINDS.
Seed Wheat at reasonable prices. Timothy 
and Clover Seed. Also TRINLEY’S 
and the BUFFALO
F E R T I L I Z E R S !
- 3 3  IR , . A .  3 S T -
By the car load close to cost. 
MIDDLINGS retail at car-load. 
prices. Wheat grists ground by the old 
process or exchanged for Bòiler Flour. Chop­
ping done, etc.
E. PAIST, CollepDe, Penna.
g ^ T H  YEAR OF
Washington Hall
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
BEGINS SEPTEMBER 13, 1886.
Terms reduced. Send for Catalogue.
A. RAMBO, A. M„ Ph. D.,
26au- Trappe, Pa.
USTATE NOTICE!
Estate of Mark Brownback, late of Upper 
Providence township, Montgomery County, de­
ceased. Letters of Administration on the above 
Estate having been granted to the undersigned, 
all persons indebted to said Estate are requested 
to make immediate payment, and those having 
legal claims, to present the same without delay 
to JOHN ASHENFELTER,
6-10-6t E. O. Address, Yerkes.
fJ'HE POPULAR
D I N I N G  R O O M S ,
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street* near 
Main, Norristown,
H A R R Y  B .  L O N G ,  P r o p r i e t o r ,  
Is the place to go to get anything you may de­
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,* 
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest aud 
best in town, done up in every style. Remember 
the place and favor it with your patronage when 
In town.
«{if, gssægas
F ruit J  ars
Fru it Jars
pints, quarts, 1-2  gal. &c.
We have porcelain lined top; glass top; 
and we have what they call the lightning 
jars—three kinds.
Tumblers for jellies* the regular jelly 
cups, with tops (with tops)—in abun­
dance; Remember this.
Porcelain lined boilers for stewing 
fruits and for preparing fruits tor cann­
ing. They are better and much cheaper 
than the old copper boilers.
If you want a pump we can sell you 
one as cheap as anybody else.
For Builders: Fresh stock of Cement, 
Calcine plaster, &c., on hand.
We are offering a special bargain in
laced or congress—f< 
$2.50. They, ought 




J u s t  P u b lish e d , e n ti t le d
THIRTY YEARS A  DETECTIVE
BY ALLAN PINKERTON.
Containing a thorough and comprehensive exposé 
of Criminal Practices of all Grades and Classes, 
with Numerous Episodes of Personal Experience 
In the D etectio n  o f  C rim in a ls , covering a
Sftriod of T h ir ty  Y e a r s  A c t iv e  D e te ctiv e  life  and embracing many intensely interesting 
and, thrilling Detective Sketches. 4
An entirely n e w  book, profuseli/ illustrated* 
and with P o rtra it  of the Great Detective. •
t^ A G E W T S  W ANTED!
In every town there are numbers of people whs 
will he (Had to get this hook. It sells to Men* 
chants, Mechanics, Farmers and Professional men. 
Thus every A'rent can pick out fifty or more in 
a town lo whom he can feel sure of selling It to.
Wo want One A g e n t  i n  every township, o p  
countv. JJT*Any person, with this book, can 
become a successfu l A gent. For full particulars 
and terms to oocrts, address 
G. W. CAUL ETON & CO., Publishers, New York*
MRS. S. L. PUGH.
TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making 
&c.




MY ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OF 
D R Y  GOODS, Groceries,
Wood ware, Willow ware.
B oots and Shoes, P aints &, Oils, &c., &c., See.
I would call particular attention to my fine stock of CASSIMERES <fc SUITINGS, for all sizes and 
ages, rich as well as poor. I can suit you. Will make suits at all prices, or any style and 
any price reasonable, and guarantee satisfaction. My stock of Shoes is large, and 
I can show you a good line of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s Shoes.
All I ask of my patrons is to call and examine my Stock, and oblige,
J O S E P H  G . G O T  W  A E S ,
PROViDEisrcE sq,tt.a.:r,:e store.
g  C0LLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE, g
CULBERT S DIARR1HEA MIXTURE CULBERT’S CREAM OF CAM PHOR
Will cure Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus Will relieve Sunburn, Freckles, Tan, and banish 
&c., &c. mosquletoes, &e.
We Sell YEAST CAKES for baking, that will keep until used.
PURE DRUGS AND SPICES A SPECIALTY.
Joseph W. Culbert, Druggist.
BALL’S
This is one of the very best 
Corsets in the market and 
. can be returned after 
three weeks wear­








































::: SOLD A T  :::
F E N T O N ’S !
—AND ALSO THE CELEBRATED—
FREID’S BOOTS AND SHOES !
An elegentBoys’ Boot for $2. Men’s from 2.45 to 
3.75. Good solid shoe for boys only $1.25, and 
a beautiful button shoe for girls only $1.30. 
Very large stock of Ladies and Misses fine 
shoes made by Geo. W. Orr & Co., in the 
latest styles—every pair warranted to 
give Satisfaction. All Sizes of
Rubber & Gum B oots
On Hand. Just Received attractive assortment of
PARLOR & HAND LAMPS !
—Also a Full Line of—
Q .X J E E J N T S 'W - A .R i E ,
Direct from Potteries. Fall and Winter opening 
of Ladies, Gents’ and Children’s
J T N D E R W E A R  V !  U AND HOSIER I !
Large stock of ready made clothing. Good warm 
coat for $2.50. Mens all wool pants $2. In the 
heighth of fashion with men’s and boys’ fine 
stiff hats; good warm cap for 25 cts. Lot of 
old style hats for every day wear from 10c. 
to 50c. A fine Laundried shirt 75 cents— 
cheap. JOB LOT OF COLORED
BED BLAMETS !
only 80 cents per pair, very cheap. Horse Blank- 
kets from 75c up. Finest quilting cotton 16c 
per lb. Remnants of good Calico from 5 to 
20 yards only 5c per yard. Beautiful black 
wool Cashmere only 47c per yard. Fine 
line of Cloths and Cassimeres. Heavy 
Canton Flannel only 10 cents per yd.
ALL SIZES OF GLASS ON HAND AND ANY 
SIZE CUT TO ORDER.
PAINTS, OILS, -VARNISH &cM
Fresh Cement and Calcemine Plaster. Full line 
of hardware, drugs, Oil Cloths, 
wooden and tinware.
CHOICE GROCERIES !
At Rock Bottom Prices. Extra Fat Fish 15 lbs. 
in a bucket, only 95 cts.
Highest prices paid for country produce in 
exchange, at
FE^TTOISTS
C ollegeville, F a .
FIFTEEN BASQUE AND 
SKIRT MAKERS 
-Wanted Immediately at-H0WARD LEOPOLD’S.
Owing to the unprecedented increase in orders 
for suits both in onr town and vicinity, as well 
as from hundreds of consumers scattered over 
the U. S., we need more good hands at once. 
The eighty-seven now at work not being able to 
keep up with the demand for our suits, having 
continually about two hundred orders on hand 
to be made up.
The following letters and extracts, of which 
we might publish a thousand, every one written 
without our solicitation, indicate why our work 
Is so rapidly increasing. We give you a few, of 
course omitting the names of the writers :—
L it it z , P a .
Mr. II. L eopold  : My dress came last week 
and I am delighted with it. It is perfectly com 
fortable, and is made just the way I wished it to 
be, but I thought I wouldn’t say anything, and 
trust to your judgement. I am very much pleas­
ed with my coat also. Yours, truly.
Bl a ir sto w n , N . J.
Mr . H ow ard  L eo po ld : I  wanted to write to 
you immediately on receipt of my dresses, to ex­
press my unbounded satisfaction, pleasure and 
admiration. I am perfectly satisfied with them 
in every respect and perhaps it may be pleasant 
and gratifying to you to know that every one 
who sees them is as much delighted as I am. I  
shall not be surprised if you receive orders and 
new customers growing out of the very enthusi­
astic and real admiration my dresses have in 
spired. Your address has been asked for by a 
number of -my friends already, and I am pleased 
to give it, and to express at the same time my 
recommendation in highest terms. Yours, very 
truly ———
W ash in g to n , D. C.
H ow ard  L eo po ld , E sq ., Dear Sir : The suit 
received,you certainly have spared no expense in 
quality of material or work. The suit is beauti­
fully finished and a credit to your establishment.
Yours, tiuly. —-----
Gl e n  C o ve , L  I.
Mr . H. L eo po ld : My dress and coat arrived1 
safely and I am much pleased with them. Yours,
truly. --------
N e w 'Ha v e n , Co n n .
Mr . H. L eopold  : The dress is very pretty 
and satisfactory. Respectfully.
No rth a m pto n , Mass.
Mr . How ard  L eopold  : My dress arrived 
safely and I find it  very satisfactory^
Q P E C IA L  NOTICE.
The undersigned desires to inform the pub­
lic that he is prepared to furnish and apply the 
BEST FIRE-PROOF ROOFING PAINT made 
for eithei shingle or tin roofs. Why pay 3 cents 
per foot for having your roofs painted, when 
you can have it done for from 3^2 to one cent 
per foot ? Why ? Satisfaction guaranteed. Call 
on or address, LEWIS B. WISMER,
2sep - Collegeville, Pa.
QPllING VALLEY
Creamery !
TRAPPE, PA. In full operation. First-class 
products for sale, wholesale and retail.
A, D. WAGONER, P r o pr ie to r .
gSTA TE NOTICE !
Estate of Garret Stauffer, late of Pcrkiomen 
township, deceased. Letters of Administration 
on the above Estate having been granted to the 
undersigned all persons indebted to said Estate 
are requested to make immediate payment, and 
those having legal claims to present the same 
without delay to
JOHN G. STAUFFER, Administrator, 
Jy.29-6t Ironbridge, P. O., Pa.
jgSTATE NOTICE !
Estate of BENJAMIN DETWILER, late of 
Upper Providence township, Montgomery county, 
deceased. Letters of Administration on the 
above Estate having been granted to the under­
signed, all persons indebted to said Estate are 
requested to make immediate payment, and 
those having legal claims to present the same 
without delay to J. SCHRACK SHEARER, 
19auüt Ad min’r, Oaks, Montg. Co., Pa.
Providence Independent
T hursday, September 16, 1886.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER TEAK, IN ADVANCE.
This paper has a larger circulation 
in this section o f  the count;/ than any 
other paper published. As an adver­
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks 
among the most desirable papers, having 
a large and steadily increasing circula 
tion in various localities throughout the 
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub­
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f 
the best local and general newspapers 
in the county, or anywhere else, and to 
this end we invite correspondence from  
every section.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously 
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as 
follows :
F O B  P H IL A D E L P H IA . A N D  P O IN T S  SO U TH .
Milk........................................... - ..........<5.47 a. m.
Accommodation............. . . . . .   .......... 8.07 a. m.
Market................................  1.20 p. m.
Accomodation.................... 4.84 p. m.
F O R  A L L E N T O W N  AND P O IN T S  N O R T H  A N D  W E ST .
Mail................................   7.17 a. m.
Accomodation.............................................0.14 a. m.
Market................................     3.13 p. m.
Accommodation......................................... 6-46 p. m.
SU NDA YS— S p U T H .
Milk..........................................   8-58 a. m.
Accomodation................... -................. 8.49 p. m.
N O R T H .
Accommodation................................  10.3 a. m.
Milk....... . . . : .........   5.41 p. m.
|Çgp” v4ZZ communications, business or 
otherwise, transmitted to us through the 
mails, to receive immediate attention, 
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0., 
hereafter.
New Under Steward.
At the recent regular meeting of the 
Directors of the Poor, at the almshouse, 
Frank B. Tyson, of Norristown, was 
elected under-steward to fill the vacancy 
caused by the getting up and getting 
out of Amos C. Jones. I t  is said the 
new official is a steady, sober and in­
dustrious young man. He is a son of 
J. G. Tyson, proprietor of the Yeranda 
House. Quite a number of political 
candidates were present at the meeting 
of the Directors, including Bill Young, 
the big repub from New Hanover, who 
expects to be nominated for treasurer, 
and'who may get left, either at the con­
vention or at the polls.
Home F lashes and Stray 
From  Abroad.
Sparks
—And the sower goes forth to sow, 
and the driller to drill, these days.
—Read the new advertisements of 
public sales of stock, real estate, &c., 
in to-day’s paper.
—Charles Fetterolf, one of the edi­
tors and proprietors of thé Langhorne 
(Bucks county) Standard passed 
through town Sunday.
—A correspondent who takes a 
friendly interest in the cause of Prohi­
bition extends his regards to the writer 
of “Prohibition politics,” elsewhere in 
this issue.
—Remember the reunion of singing 
classes and festival in the almshouse 
grove next Saturday, September 18.'
—Al. Gwilt, formerly of Yerkes Sta­
tion, was visiting some of his old 
friends in and about that place last 
Saturday and Sunday. He is at present 
engaged in a creamery at Utica Mills, 
Maryland.
—The Pennslvania Bicycle Club of 
Philadelphia, rode to Phcenixville on 
their wheels last Sunday.
—Quite a number of our citizens 
visited the State Fair last Saturday.
—Dysentery has become epidemic in 
the eastern portion of Milford town­
ship, Bucks county. A number of 
deaths have occurred.
—Our thanks are due : E. Schlichter, 
of Lower Providence, for a lot of very 
large and luscious peaches ; F. Zollers, 
Trappe, for several good-sized and 
sweet canteloupes ; Captain H. - Fet­
terolf for several baskets of the best 
apples in this town. One of the peaches 
referred to above measured 8f inches 
in circumference.
—The crop of caterpillars, this sea­
son, is enormous ; the creeping things 
are much more numerous then gener­
ally. Some persons feel sure that this 
fact is an omen of war. Prepare for 
war. '
—Bro. Guss, of the Royersford Bul­
letin is a trifle premature in passing 
judgment upon his distinguished breth 
ren.
—It is said the bass and other fish in 
the Skippack from the Evansburg 
creamery to the old Ford road, a half 
mile below, are dying in large numbers 
The refuse from the’ creamery is 
thought to be the cause.
—Jonas Ashenfelter, aged 81 years, 
died of dropsy on Sunday morning last, 
a t his residence Port Indian, in Norri- 
ton township. Three sons and two 
daughters servive him.
—.The Green Tree Literary Society, 
this township, will re-open Thursday 
evening, September 23. The Society 
will meet every Thursday evening in 
the school room.' All are invited to 
attend.
.—Job» Gallagher, a Philadelphia 
■workman, found a pocketbook in which 
were $2,089 in notes and $4,311 in 
drafts and checks. He kept it until he 
saw the notice of the loss in the papers 
and then returned it to the bank whose 
runner had lost it. He received $200 
reward and much praise for his hon­
esty.
—The religious services in Gross’ 
Hall, Sunday evening, were pretty well 
attended. Rev. H. A. Landes delivered 
the chief discourse of the evening. 
Deacon Samuel Wismer gavea thrilling 
and spirited exhortation, mainly upon 
the subject of sanctification or “ full 
perfection.” Rev. Landes, in his dis­
course, feferred to sanctification in_a 
manner that failed to suit the Deacon. 
The Deacon took the first opportunity 
to defend his theory of sanctification 
and perfection, all of which, iu the 
Deacon’s mind, can be exemplified in 
this country. Services in the same 
place four Weeks hence. With three 
churches in town the population ought 
to be kept iu splendid trim.
From  Evansburg.
The following has been handed us 
for publication : The Rev. Dr. Baker, 
Rector of St. James’ Episcopal church, 
Evansburg, is delivering a course of 
sermons to his young people on Sunday 
evenings. These sermons are being 
listened to by large and devout congre­
gations. The instruction given is of a 
nature which never fails to interest the 
the worshippers. The discourses are 
full of illustrations drawn from every­
day life and from close observations of 
men and things.
Old Berks’ Fair.
The Berks County Fair will be held 
n the City of Reading during the four 
days commencing Tuesday, September 
21st. The display in every department 
promises to be unusually fine, and there 
will be a great many attractive feat­
ures. Excursions, to be accompanied 
with bands of music, are being arranged 
at Mahanoy City, Wilmington, Man- 
heira, Annville and other places. On 
Wednesday, September 22d, there will 
be a Special Cheap Excursion over the 
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad and 
branches, at one-half the usual rates. 
Cheap excursion tickets will be sold at 
all railroad stations during the week of 
the Fair.
Prohibition Convention.
The Prohibitionists of Montgomery 
county held a convention in Thomas’ 
Hall, Norristown, on Wednesday, last 
week. The following ticket was placed 
in the field to battle for the principles 
of the Prohiba and for victory : State 
Senator, W. P. Cuthbertson. Assem­
bly, S. J. Baker, Geo. Wright, A. K. 
Shaner, Thomas Lightfoot,Chas. Heber 
Clark. District Attorney, H. D, Say­
lor, who .has since declined. Sheriff, 
John Bisbing, ' Royersford. Coroner, 
Chas. Anselm, Norristown. Director 
of the Poor, H. W. Nagle, U. Potts- 
grove. County Surveyor, Frank Rich­
ardson, Pottstown. A sum exceeding 
$300 was raised towards defraying the 
expenses of the campaign. Since the 
convention Chas. Heber Clark, of Con- 
shohocken, has declined to be the 
nominee of the party for Assembly.
In  Zim m erm an’s Grove. 
The festival by the Jr. Order of
American Mechanics of Evansburg, in 
Zimmerman’s grove last Saturday even­
ing, was an event that brought together 
quite a large number of people, princi­
pally lads and lassies, although there 
were not a few older persons, married 
and otherwise, on the grounds. The 
young man with his very best “ turn- 
out-and-around and you take the dust” 
with his most loving feminine friend 
was conspicuous. Those in charge of 
the refreshment stand did a right lively 
business in fruits, cakes, and Lansdale 
ice cream, in which our chief political 
home guard took considerable interest. 
Brother Thompson, with becoming 
dignity, dealt out a drink guaranteed 
to be agreeable to the wishes and tastes 
of the most pronounced prohibitionist. 
The Eagleville Band discoursed good 
music, which served to enliven the oc­
casion. The event throughout was a 
pleasant as well as a successful one.
Bad Behavior.
of bran and debris. Mr. Eavenson and 
others were summoned. Digging away 
the pile of bran near the door they 
reached the young man and found him 
imprisoned by the cow lying upon him. 
Nothing was visible but the head. They 
tugged and pulled at him, but were un­
able to loosen him. AH this time they 
were fearful that more of the interior of 
the barn would fall in. In a very short 
time, however, the cow bellowing and 
struggling to get loose, cased up on the 
young man, and, by hard pulling, he 
was extricated and carried out. I t  was 
then found that the floor of the cow 
stable, under which was a cellar, had 
partially given away also, and that 
those 22 cows, which were not entirely 
covered up, were suspended by their 
necks in the jacks,' and hanging with 
their feet in the manure cellar. Eleven 
cows in all were killed. The Eavenson’s 
are badly hurt. Another son was up 
in the barn and narrowly escaped going 
down with the wreck. The damage is 
several thousand dollars. — Pottstown 
Chronicle.
One morning last week L. E. Grffln, 
who lives with his father near Upper 
Providence Square,behaved very badly. 
I t  appears that during the evening 
previous he became angered at his 
father on account of some trifling mat­
ter ; and Lewis went to bed mad and 
got up next morning in pretty much 
the same frame of mind. He went into 
the cow stable where his father was en­
gaged at milking and ordered him to 
get out. The sire refused to comply 
with the request forthwith and Lewis 
began to beat him over the head with a 
milk bucket. Not, satisfied with this 
he kicked his father and broke at least 
two of his ribs. The injuries of the 
elder Griffin were such as to require 
the services of a physician. We are 
sorry to chronicle the unnatural and 
vicious conduct of Lewis, but it is 
about time that his case receives atten­
tion. Report has it that it is not the 
first time he assaulted and battered his 
father. The next offense, perhaps this 





The gathering of humanity at the 
Garwood Sunday school celebration in 
the almshouse grove, last Saturday, 
was large. Persons were on the 
grounds from almost every section of 
the county,_and the politicians could be 
counted by the score. Their counte­
nances indicated a disposition almost 
as mild as a summer zephyr and as 
sweet as lump sugar. The music furn­
ished by the Citizens’Rand of Phcenix­
ville was the leading pleasant attrac­
tion of the day. The chief unpleasant 
attraction was furnished by the Mingo 
lunatic, who was captured by Consta­
ble Pugh and his deputies, one of 
whom was armed with a shot gun. 
Kinsel had located himself for the day 
where he could best serve his debased 
and unnatural and idiotic desires. He 
was brought to Collegeville and an­
chored in ’Squire Fetterolf’s office for a 
season. The ’Squire searched hard to 
find a law that would meet the case, 
but there was nothing in the statute 
boo’ks, direct or implied, upon which 
Kinsel could be sent to Fort Sehali. 
Inasmuch as the Justice had not the 
power to manufacture to order a special 
law that would deal with a very un­
couth subject, Kinsel was discharged, 
and the question now is, who will pay 
the expenses, who will foot Sammy’s 
bill and who will fork over the ’Squire’s 
fees ? Saturday’s job was certainly 
not love’s labor.
A terrible accident took place Wed­
nesday evening in the barn on the farm 
of Darlington Strode, East Bradford, 
Chester County. Thomas Eavenson 
and hi3 son, Thomas W., were in the 
cow stable to milk the 22 cows chained 
up there. They were at the first cows 
and busy at work, when suddenly, as if 
the barn had been shaken by an earth­
quake, the structure collapsed above 
them, and 700 bushels of wheat and 30 
tons of bran, together with a great mas9 
of splintered timbers crashed in upon 
them. The elder Eavenson was milking 
the third cow from the door when he 
heard a sharp crack, and the bran filled 
his eyes and nostrils and a joist struck 
him upon the shoulder knocking him 
down. Although bewildered and blinded 
he ran to the door and got out not seri­
ously injured. At the some moment he 
heard the cry of his son for help. The 
young man was milking further from 
the door when the crash came, and the 
cow he was milking was knocked down 
and fell upon him, and both were al­
most entirely covered up by the mass
Collision.
held in Bishing’s Grove, this borough, 
on Saturday the 25th inst., promises to 
be the largest gathering ever held in 
the county of a similar character. Hon. 
Chas. S. Wolfe, the Prohibit!tion nomi­
nee for- Governor, and Rev. W. H. 
Boole, D. D., the eloquent divine of 
New York city, will deliver matchless 
and unanswerable arguments in favor 
of Prohibition. Rev. John II. Hector, 
the eloquent and celebrated colored 
orator of Washington, D. C., who fav­
orably impressed the immense crowd of 
people gathei’ed to hear him at the 
Spring City M. E. Church several 
months ago ; Hon. John B. Garrett, 
Joshua L. Baily, Samuel Godwin, Esq., 
Rev. D. C. Babcock, D. D., of Philadel­
phia, Rev. N. P. Crouse, Rev. J. J. Ti- 
manus and S. D. Hunter, Esq., of Phoe- 
nixville, Rev. J. R. Gray Nantmeal, 
Rev. J . B. Parker, Rev. John Harley, 
of Pottstown, and a host of other pro­
minent speakers will be present, and a 
number of those named will occupy the 
stand at different times during the day.' 
Preparations are be'ing made to make 
this a great musical treat., Also, over 
100 voices will occupy a platform near 
the stand and render some choice airs 
for the Prohibition cause. The several 
W. C. T. U’s. of Montgomery and Ches­
ter counties will send delegations, also 
other temperance organizations will be 
represented.”
Fresh  from Our Areola Scribe.
NARROW ESCAPE—PAINT CANS AND PAINT 
ON THE FLY.
Last Thursday forenoon Augustus 
Dougherty and John Sullivan—not the 
Boston John—the paint brush handlers 
of the Perkiomen railroad, had a thrill­
ing experience and narrowly escaped 
with their lives. They loaded their 
truck at Ironbridge with an assortment 
of paints, oils, and brushes, and after 
inquiring whether the track was clear, 
and being told “yes,” they started to­
wards Collegeville under the usual 
pressuce of steam. Just as they neared 
this end of the cut, nearly opposite 
Paist’s mill, they were horrified upon 
seeing a stray engine not moie than 
fifty yards away, coming rapidly to­
wards them. The painters jumped 
simultaneously and the next instant 
came the collision. Paint cans and 
paint, brushes and dinner kettles, were 
thrown towards the azure dome and 
shattered and splattered against the 
rocks. That engine did more daubing 
in two seconds than ten men could have 
accomplished in five hours. The prov­
ender separated from the dinner ket­
tles and flew hither and thither. The 
truck was totally wrecked. The engine 
that caused the collision was not run­
ning on schedule time,but was on its way 
to do special work further up the road. 
The locomotive received a liberal coat­
ing of paint of various colors. And 
Modoc ought to be its name. Messrs. 
Dougherty and Sullivan are to be con­
gratulated upon their very narrow 
escape.
F 0R SALE
A first-class Lot Wagon, with tongue and 
shafts, for one or two horses. It is as good as 
new and will be sold cheap. Apply to 
• JOS. C. HUNSICKER, Ironbridge, Pa.
X pO R  SALE !
Good seed wheat and rye. Apply to
F. M. IIILTEBEITEL, 
Half-way between Limerick Square and 
Schwcnksville. 16sep3t
pO R  SALE.
Seed wheat and rye by
26au FRANCIS ZOLLERS, Trappe, Pa.
T p O R  SALE !
A good brown horse ; excellent tread-power 
horse ; works anywhere. Will be sold cheap. 
Apply to F. M. HILTEBEITEL,
Half-way between Limerick Square and 
Schwenksyille. 16sep5t
DEATH OF WILLIAM F. ALEXANDER—
POCKET-BOOK LOST— IIORSE STOLEN.
William F. Alexander, a prominent 
ice merchant of Philadelphia, and well 
known in this county, died suddenly at 
his house on Brandywine street, near 
Broad, Friday morning. He, with his 
brother-in-law, John I. Murphy, erected 
lhe~large ice houses some years ago at 
Areola, and also owned and operated 
ice houses at other points on the Perki­
omen railroad. They had a large house 
at Barntsville, Pa., where they also 
gathered a great quantitj’ of ice. Last 
spring this firm consolidated with 
several other Philadelphia companies 
under the name of the “ Commercial 
Ice Company,” of which Mr. Alexan­
der was elected President. He was a 
genial, kind-hearted gentleman, of great 
executive ability, and made many 
friends in this locality, who were 
shocked and deeply grieved at hearing 
of his sudden death when he had 
scarcely reached the meridian of life. 
May he rest in peace.
Some time during last Thursday 
night a fine bay horse and falling-top 
carriage were stolen from the barn of 
James Cassel in Lower Providence. 
The Shannonville Horse Company sent 
its members on different routes all over 
the country in search of the stolen prop­
erty and the thief, but up to this writ­
ing no tidings of the lost horse have 
been received.
James A. Morgan, of Lower Provi­
dence, lost a pocket book last week, 
containiug $110, between his residence 
and a point three or fbur miles beyond 
Port Kennedy. ’ Mr. M., will give the 
finder his thanks and twenty dollars if 
he returns him his lost property.
FROM IRONBRIDGE.
Monday afternoon Heyser Detwiler 
was driving down the pike, below this 
place, when his horse, from some cause, 
began to kick and run. The horse 
soon left Mr. Detwiler and a wrecked 
skeleton wagon behind, and brought up 
at the Dietrich premises, where he was 
captured. Mr Detwiler resumed his 
journey on horseback.
Mrs. Hiram Miller, aged 33, died 
very suddenly Friday evening. The 
lady was in the barn engaged in milk­
ing when death came. A few of the 
neighbors carried the lifeless form to 
the house, and Dr. Bechtel, of 
Schwenksville, was summoned, but too 
late. Heart disease was the cause of 
her death. The funeral was held Sun­
day afternoon. Interment at Keeley’s 
church cemetery, near Schwenksville. 
Rev. O. P. Smith conducted the ser­
vices.
Thomas Naulty, Jr., of Philadelphia, 
is in town and will remain here 
several days. He represents the Penn 
Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Last Saturday we (three of us) went 
fishing and came home with forty 
inches of fish of the snnfish variety. 
The Professor enjoyed very much the 
subsequent feast.
We regret hearing of the death of 
Jerome Davis, aged 38 years, the eldest 
son of Capt, W. II. Davis, this place, 
that occurred in Norristown on Sunday- 
last, caused by typhoid fever. The de­
ceased has many relatives in this com­
munity. The funeral will be held Thurs­
day, September 16. Interment at 
Wentz’s church cemetery, Worcester; 
the cortege will arrive at said place at 
2 p. m.
Great Prohibition Meeting.
From the Royersford Bulletin, the 
white-hot champion of Pronibition, we 
copy the following : — The great Inter­
county Prohibition Mass-Meeting to be
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
At the first meeting (since the death of its 
beloved President) of the Olevian Literary 
Society, of Ursinus College, the following reso­
lutions were adopted :
W h er eas, It has pleased God to remove from 
our midst our dear friend and schoolmate, Emma 
L. Bechtel ; and,
W h er eas, The intimate relations that have 
hitherto existed between us, are such that this 
expression of our sentiments in view of this sad 
event is at once due to our true feelings ; there­
fore, be it
Resolved, That the pleasing remembrance pro­
duced by her gentle manners, her sound sense, 
her studious habit and her earnest spirit, shall 
ever be retained among our most cherished 
recollections ; Death does not dissolve the tie 
with which the virtues of the departed bind us, 
it but lends inspiration and hope to the life be­
fore us ;
Resolved, That we bow in submission to the 
Divine Will (yet sorrowing, that we 6hall see 
her face no more), and accept her removal as a 
Divine admenition to seek after higher wisdom, 
and more fervent zeal for the great work as­
signed to us ;
Resolved, Thatwe lament her death in deepest 
sympathy of sorrow with her bereaved parents, 
praying that the God of all comfort may be their 
sure support, and that their sense of loneliness 
may be overcome by the abiding presence of 
Him who is the Resurrection and the Life ;
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions be 
sent to the parents of the deceased ; also, that 
they be published in the P r o vid en ce  In d e pe n ­
d en t  and Ursinus Bulletin.
FLORA RAHN, )




Pennsylvania Extra Family 3 75 @ 4 00
Rye Flour 3 25 @ 3 40
GRAIN.
Red Wheat 82 %@ 89%
Corn 48 @ 49%
Oats 33 @ 36
Rye 56
PROVISIONS.
Mess Pork 11 50 @12 00
Mess Beef 8 00 @ 9 00
Dried Beef 15 00 @16 00
Beef Haras 23 00
Hams 13 @ 14%
Sides 8% 9
Shoulders 8%@ 9
Picketed Shoulders 7% 8
Lard 7 @ 8
pUBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS.
jQ j^ f ro m  York county. Good judgment was
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY, 
SEPTEM. 20, ’86, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, 
r30 Head of Fresh Cows with calves,direct 
m  
Exercised in the selection of this stock, and it 
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend 
sale. Sale at 2 o’clock, sharp. Conditions bv 
H.H. ALLEBACH.
J. G, Fetterolf.auct I. II. Johnson, clerk.
DUBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 16, ’86, at Smoyer’sHotel, Trappe, 
Head of Fresh Cows, from Western 
^ ¿ 'P e n n sy lv a n ia . They are a lot of extra 
heavy Cows, fine baggers and extra milkers. 
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
J. S. FREDERICK.
J.G.Fetterolf,auct. • C.U.Bean,clerk.
P UBLIC SALE OFEXTRA HEAVY
FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY, 
SEPT. 23, ’86, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe, 20 
(g^rjjSjHead of Fresh Cows. From Lancaster 
County ; heavy, excellent baggers and 
milkers. They are a very fine lot of cows 
to select from and farmers and dairymen are re­
spectfully invited to attend this sale, as I have 
the stock to give satisfaction and will sell them 
without reserve. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions 
by NELSON O. NAILLE.
D.McFeat,auct. J.Casselberry,clerk.
Philadelphia Hay Market
P h ila d e lp h ia , Sept. 10,1886.. a -
During the week ending with the above date 
there were received at the Farmers’ Hay and 
Straw Market 140 loads of hay and 20 of straw, 
which were sold at the following prices :
Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds 70@ 80
Mixed “ “ 80® 70
Straw “ 65® 70
Philadelphia Cattle Market.
The receipts were beeves, 2,700 ; sheep, 
10,000 hogs 5,800.
Beef Cattle were demoralized at 3a5%c.
Fat cows were fair at 2@3%c.
Milch cows were fair at $30@$65.
Sheep were in full supply at 2@4%c.
Hogs were in firm request at 7@7%c.
IOTICE1
Save 5 per cent, and pay your School 
in Lower Providence before October 1st to 
9sep D. M. CASSELBERRY, Collector.
Tax
MRS. E. D. LACHMAN,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud 
making. Wax flowers made to order. 16sep
p U B L IC  SALE OF
FRESH COWS.
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY, 
SEPT. 23, ’86 at ReifFs Hotel, Rahn Station, 
20 Head of Fresh Cows, from Lebanon county. 
This is the best lot of cows I ever brought to 
Montgomery county. They are of splendid 
shape, good size, excellent baggers and milkers. 
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
HENRY BERNTHEISLER. 
L.H. Ingram ,auct. I .H. J  ohnson,clerk.
ip U B L IC  SALE OF
Real Estate anl Personal Property!
The subscriber will sell at public sale, on 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, ’86, his Real Estate 
and Personal Property : The real estate consists 
of SEVEN ACRES of land, more or less, w.ith 
improvements, located in Perkiomen Township, 
Montgomery county, oh road leading from 
Trappe to Grater’s Ford, midway between said 
places, bounded by lands of Michael Sherrick, 
Samuel Poley, and Enos Detwiler. The improve­
ments consist of a Frame House 18x32 feet, in 
good repair, with 2 rooms on first floor, 4 rooms 
on second, garret, cellar kiechen and cellar ; 
well of water near the door. Frame Barn, stab­
ling for two cows and one horse ; all necessary
a  outbuildings. There are quite a variety of fruit trees, grape vines, &c.-, in prime of bearing. The land is in an excellent state of cultivation ; running water close by. This is a desirable home, well located 
in a good neighborhood, and is well worth the 
attention of anyone wishing a property of this 
kind. Those wishing to view the premises prior 
to day of sale, will please call on the owner re­
siding thereon. P ersonal  P r o pe r ty  : One 
cow, excellent milker ; chickens by the pound. 
750 sheaves of wheat,-300 sheaves of oats, 100 
sheaves of rye ; corn by the shock ; windmill, 
wheelbarrow, forks, rakes, shoves, hoes, feed 
boxes, empty barrels. Household Goods : Stove, 
bureau, lounge, chairs, carpet by the yard, 
grocery boxes, sausage cutter and staffer, lard 
press, cupboard, meat benches, tubs, buckets, 
pans, and many other articles not enumerated. 
Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
FREDERICK HESS.
L. Ingram, auct. 16sep
QRPHANS’ COURT SALE OF
REAL ESTATE !
By order of the Orphans’ Court "of Montgom­
ery county, will be sold at public sale, on SAT­
URDAY, OCTOBER 2, ’86. at the late residence 
of Moses F. Halteman in Worcester township, 
Montgomery county, Pa., about two miles north 
from Fairview. along a public road leading from 
Stump Hall School House to Skippack, the fol­
lowing described real estate of the said deceased, 
bounded by lands of Wm. Force, John 
fS fg f  Place and others, containing 26 acres
and 157 perches of land. The improve­
ments consist of a good two-story stone 
house, L shaped, 34x27 feet, containing 7 rooms 
and attic, cellar underneath ; stone kitchen 14x 
16 feet, good cave underneath ; good carpenter’ 
shop 16x20 feet. Barn, 46x34 feet, stone stable 
high, room for 7 cows and 5 horses. Wagon 
house and hen house attached, corn crib, hog 
sty, and other outbuildings, all of which are in 
good repair. The land is in a high state of cul­
tivation, divided into convenient fields with good 
fences. Good and neverfailing water convenient 
to the buildings. There are a variety of fruit 
trees on the premises, such as apples, pears, 
peaches and grapes. This property is worthy 
the attention of any person wishing to purchase 
a small farm, being beautifully situated and in 
a good neighborhood. Sale at 1 o’clock. Con­
ditions by A. M. HALTEMAN,
H. M. HALTEMAN,
S. R.'Shupe, auct. Administrators.
John Hoffman, clerk. 9sep-
T pU B L IC  SALE OF
E E A L  E S T A T E ,
HAY, OATS and CORN.
Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 29, ’86, on the premises, the fol­
lowing described Real Estate : All that certain 
messuage and tract of land, formerly owned by 
A. L. Detwiler, situated in Lower Providence 
Township, Montgomery county, near the Level 
School House, one mile from Yerkes’ Station, 
and one and a half miles from Areola Station, 
Perkiomen railroad, bounded by the Skippack 
creek and lands of Morton Rice, Charles Corson, 
-John Drake, and others, containing 88 acres of 
land, more or less. The improvements are a 
two-story Stone House, with two rooms, hall and 
stairway on first floor, two rooms and stairway 
second floor ; garret, porch at side. A two and
A a half story attachment, 2 rooms on story, qeiled ; cellar; well and pump under porch, cave in yard ; a one-story Frame Kitchen, with bake oven, coal house, &c. Stone Barn, stabling for 5 horses, 
31 cows ; Stone wagon house attached ; carriage 
house, wagon house and butcher shop, pig pen, 
ice house, corn crib, well and pump at barn, ap­
ple orchard and other fruits, spring of water and 
growing timber. This is a fertile farm, well 
located in a good neighborhood. Any one wish­
ing to view the premises, will please call on the 
tenant residing ou the same, or on the owner. 
Also will be sold at the same time 60 tons of 
Timothy Hay, 6,500 sheaves of Oats, 9 acres of 
Corn in the ground. Sale at 2 o’clock. The 
Real Estate will be sold on easy terms. Condi­
tions by H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
A SSIGNEES’ AND COMMITTEES’ 
A  NOTICE.
The creditors and all others interested are 
hf reby notified that :
The account of Wm. H. Young and D. F. 
Reinert, assignees of Henry R. Bertolet and wife, 
of Pottstown.
The first and final account of Milton H. Wal­
ters, assignee of William Young and wife, of 
Upper Salford township.
Having filed accounts of the concerns of said 
estates in the Prothonotary’s office at Norris­
town, and that said accounts will be presented 
to the Court of Common Pleas of Montgomery 
county, on Monday, the 4th day of October, 1886, 
at 10 o’clock, a. m., for allowance and confir­
mation, at which time said accounts will be al­
lowed and confirmed by said Court, unless rea­
sons be shown to the contrary.
w il l ia m  B. WOODWARD, 
Prothonotary.
Prothonotary’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Sept. 4, 
’ 1886. 9sep4t
HARRY A. HALLMAN,
I N S U R A N C E  !




Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 20, 1886, on the premises, in 
Skippack township, Montgomery county, the 
following described Real Estate, to wit : A first 
class farm of 18 acres, more or less, situated on 
the public road leading from Skippack to Col­
legeville, about midway between both places, 
bounded by land of John Fuhrman, John D. 
Alderfer, and Garret T. Hunsiekeri Several 
acres of it is excellent meadow. The rest is in a 
high state of cultivation, under good 
fences. The improvements consist of a 
lisiHLtwo-story stone dwelling bouse, 26 by 
6li f ifl8:l1 feet, having 4 rooms oh t ach' story ; 
garret over and cellar under the whole: Portico 
in front and at the side. One-story out-kitchen, 
17 feet square, containing one room. A suffi­
cient supply of good water at the house. Barn, 
stone stable high,. 44 by 42 feet, containing stab­
ling for 6 horses and 8 cows. Wagon house, 16 
by 26 feet ; wood house, hog stable, corn crib 
and other outbuildings. Good water close to 
the barn. The extensive variety of fruit on this 
property deserves special mention. This place 
is worthy of the attention of. any person wishing 
to purchase a farm of this discription in this 
neighborhood. If desired, a portion of the pur­
chase money can remain in the property. Any 
person wishing to see this place before the day 
of sale, is invited to call at any time. Sale to 
commence at one o’clock, p. m. Conditions by 
JACOB ALDERFER.
A. A. Delp, Auct. Wm. F. Hallman, Clerk.
VERY IMPORTANT
TO F A R M E R S !
Why buy fertilizers manufactured abroad when 
you can secure equally as good, if not a better, 
article nearer home, thus saving freight charges? 
Why not give the home product a fair and honest 
trial ? These questions do not apply to hundreds 
of farmers in Montgomery and Chester counties 
who have used, with ENTIRE SATISFACTION,
-Trinley’s FERTILIZERS-
TRINLEY’S FERTILIZERS are just what is. 
claimed (and more, too) for them, and bring the 
right results every time they are used. They are 
genuine in quality and will continue to be in the 
futui e”what they have been in the past— 
HONEST, HIGH GRADE FERTILIZERS.
PURE GROUND BONE,
$36 per ton.
Raw h Bone « Super * Phosphate,
$36 per ton.
Favorite « Bone « Phosphate,
$32 per ton.
R avine B one Phosphate
$25 per ton.
Also manufacturer of Cracked Bone for ChickeD 
Feed; and dealer in Fertilizer Supplies, Hides, 
Skins, Tallow, Neatsfoot Oil, Soaps, &c., &c.
COAL I




t a f F .  P. Faringer, of Ironbridge, and John 
Faringer of Worcester, are agents for Trinley’s 
Fertilizers in the middle and lower sections of 
Montgomery county. Ail orders left at Col­
legeville mills will have prompt attention. Will 
ship to any railway station most, convenient to 
the purchaser. tl.9-20.
DUBLIC SALE OF
Eeal W e  a i  Personal Property!
The subscriber, intending to quit business, will 
have a closing out sale on THURSDAY, SEP­
TEMBER 23, 1886, of his -real estate and per­
sonal property, at Grater’s Ford, Montgomery 
county. The real estate consists of a lot 65 feet 
front and 260 feet deep, with a brick house 
thereon 28 by 30 feet; two rooms on 
plNMI first floor, two on second floor, garret; 
cellar with cement floor and ceiling. 
Frame stable 18 by 18 ft., for two 
horses and two wagons. The lot contains a 
choice variety of fruit trees in fine bearing con­
dition. Personal Property : A wagon house 8 
by 19 ft., frame smoke house; lawn mower, 
cuts 18 inches ; set of plow and groove planes, 
hay carrier, ready to put up ; 2 hay hooks and 
pulleys, track hooks and pulleys, one double 
and one treble tree, devices, cultivator, new hay 
rake, No. 1 grindstone, quite new; 2 gas pipe 
tongs, 2 washing machines, the best in use ; 
mowing machine knives, guards and rivets for 
different mowing machines, plow shares, 12 
spring tooth harrows, 2 plow jointers to fit most 
any plow, 2 second-hand spike harrows, machine 
oil by the gallon, good family carriage with 
jump seats ; good express buggy, with lock ; 
Buckboard wagon, one newly covered wagon 
body with rack and block, suitable for a butcher; 
2 sets of single harness, as good as new ; fly nets, 
collars, express sleigh and bells ; hand feed cut­
ter, forks and shovels ; one 25 gallon Farmers’ 
boiler, Iron kettle, butchering tools, beam 
weighs'400 pounds ; spring scale, weighs 60 
pounds ; counter scale, meat cutter of the best 
made, lard press and sausage stuffer, 6 new 50 
lb. lard cans and scrap pans, cleaver and knives, 
meat benches, bedstead and trundle bed. Many 
other articles not here mentioned. Sale to com 
mence at 1 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
JOEL C. FREED.
John G. Fetterolf, auct. A. G. Schwenk, clerk.
g H E R IF F ’S SALE.
By virtue of a writ of Venditioni Exponas 
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas of 
Montgomery county, to me directed, will be sold 
at public sale, on WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 
22nd, 1886, at one o’clock, p. m., at the Court 
House in the Borough of Norristown, said 
county, the following described Real Estate 
All those certain messuages and lot of land situ­
ate atGrater’s Ford, in Perkiomen Township, said 
county, Beginning at a corner in the middle of a 
public road leading to Keely’s Church; thence 
bounded by lands of H. D. Alderfer, the Perkio 
men Railroad and the aforesaid public road, con 
taining sixty three and a half square perches of 
land. The improvements are 2 three-story brick 
dwelling houses. No. 1 being 18 ft. by 30 ft. 
1st story 2 rooms, entry and stairway, 2nd story 
2 rooms and stairway, 3rd story 2 rooms and 
entry, all ceiled, cellar, a two-story brick back 
building 18 ft. by 17 ft. attached, 1st. story 1 
room and stairway, pump in room ; 2nd story 1 
room, ceiled, a one-story brick kitchen attached 
cellar ceiled and cement floor, porch front and 
back. No. 2 adjoining No. 1, main building 
same as No. 1, with a two-story brick had 
building attached, 18 ft . by 12 ft., 1 room on 
each story, ceiled, a one-story brick kitchen at 
tached, porch front and back, cistern and pump 
under back porch. A brick stable and carriage 
house, 23 ft. by 32 ft., stabling for 4 horses, cis­
tern and pump iu entry, necessary outbuildings 
variety of fruit trees, &c.
Seized and taken in execution as the property 
of Henry J. Ashenfelter, and to be sold by
EDWIN S. STAHLNECKER, Sheriff. 
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa ,
Aug. 25,1886.
Pr o p o s a l s  f o r  Oc t o b e r  1886.
The Directors of the Poor and House of Em 
ployment of Montgomery County invite sealed 
proposals for the following articles at the above 
named almshouse, on
MONDAY, OCTOBER 4,1886.
12 pieces Scotch diagonal or cottonade.
10 “ Appleton A muslin, 1 yd. wide.
6 “ muslin, % or 1% yd. wide, best qual
ity.
4 “ calico.
2 “ lead colored drilling.
2 “ cotton flannel, for coat lining.
1 “ gingham.
6 dozen women’s hose.
1 box tea.
200 lbs. of smoking tobaceo.
6 sides of upper leather, light.
6 “ “ Kip.
3 “ “ string leather.
1 barrel of A sugar.
3 “ “ sugarhouse molasses.
1 “ “ syrup.
300 lbs. of unroasted coffee.
2 barrels coal oil.
1 boat load good hard coal % egg and % stove 
delivered alongside of Almshouse wharf tree of 
freight, on or before October 30, 1886. Mine to 
be designated.
1 car load of steers, feeders, good quality, 
ranging about 1100 lbs. The cattle to be de­
livered on or before the 18th day of October and 
will he inspected by the Directors before the 
same are delivered. Cattle to be weighed on the 
Almshouse scales.
Samples of goods reqnlred. All goods to be 
delivered at Almshouse or either of the depots 
at Phcenixville free ol freight.
HARRY S. LOWERY,
WILLIAM R. RITTENHOUSE, 
JOHN 6. CLEMENS,
Attest i— Directors..
David R. Ross, Clerk. 15sep
Not as it may happen, but according to plans 
well pre-arranged for the seasons as they 
advance, we are prepared to show a large 
and carefully selected stock of
-D R Y  GOODS-
For Spring and Summer.
CASHMERES, SATINES, 
SEERSUCKERS, LAWNS, 
BATISTES, &C., &C., &C.
BEAUTIFUL SPRING'PRINTS. 
STAPLE NOTIONS for men women & children.
C L O T H S  Sc 
C A S S I M E E E S
For Men and Boys in many styles.
HATS In all the Latest Styles.
Dado Window Shades in the latest colors. 
Wall Paper. Floor and Table Oilcloths.
WOOD and WILLOW WARE, QUEENSWARE.
BOOTS and SHOES!
For Gents', Ladies' and Children's wear.
CH0IC®
Oils and Paints. In fact everything that you 
will find in a well stocked country store.
Yours Respectfully,
Beaver & SMlenlierger




F OR SALE I
WHEAT STRAW. Apply to
F. P. FARINGER, Iroab rigde, Pa.
The undersigned desires to call the attention 
of the farming public to the fact that the fertili­
zer season is again rapidly approaching, and that 
there will be on hand at the
Yerkes Crain, Feed,
and Coal Depot
A LARGE SUPPLY OF THE WELL TESTED, 
AND ALMOST UNIVERSALLY APPROVED
PH IL. A D E L .PH I A  
S T A N D A R D
—AND—
N A T IO N A L
C O M PL E T E
Phosphates!
These goods though having an established' repu­
tation will be sold cheaper than ever this fall.
A -  C L  3 L A .T T 3 D E S ,
YERKES, PA.
gSTA TE NOTICE 1
Estate of Philip Wanner, late of Skippack 
Township, Montgomery County, deceased. Let­
ters of administration on the above estate having 
been granted to thé undersigned, all persons in­
debted to said estate are requested to make im­
mediate payment, and those having legal claims, 
to present the same without delay to
ANDREW J. WANNER, Lower Proyidence. 
Or his Attorney—E.- F. Slough , Norristown.
16sep6t
ESTATE NOTICE !
Estate of Anthony V. Custer, late of Upper 
Providence Township, Montgomery County, de­
ceased. Letters testamentary on the above 
estate having been granted to the undersigned, 
all persons indebted to said, estate are requested 
to make immediate payment, and those having 
legal claims, to present them without delay to 
MATTHIAS B. CUSTER, Trappe. 
Or his Attorney—F r a n k l in  Ma r ch ,
16sep6t ■ Norristown, Pa.
J  W. BOYER, M. D-,
Practising Physician*
TRAPPE, PA,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic 
Hall.
M  Y. WEBER, M. D.,
Practising Physician*
EVANSBU RO , PA
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m. Branch 
Office RAHN STATION; Office Hours:—from 
1 to 6 p. m.
E LMEU E, CONWAY.
BOOT and SHOEMAKER I
COLLEGEVILLE, T A .
Good workmansLip and good fit guaranteed. 
Stitched work a specialty. Repairing done 
neatly and promptly. may-7-lyr.
suNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will 
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along 




J  H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
O ffice  H ours : i  ™  9 a:  “ • „ 12 to 2 P- m- S After 6 p. m.




jQR. B. F. PLACE,
D E N T I S T
P. K . Ga b l e , Proprietor. H. P. Beer e r , Clerk..
Boarding at Reasonable rates.
Free Omnibus Meets all Trains at Bridgeport. 
Finest Hotel Stabling in the County 
and Good Hostlers.
! !
36 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House) 
NORRISTOWN. Branch Office: COLLEGE­
VILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
ST" Prices greatly reduced.
YT S. BORNEMAN, D. D. S.,
-‘-V (dr. of dental surgery)
Formerly of Boyertown, now at 
403 Mar sh all  St .,Corner  A sto r , \ 
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of pure 
nitrous oxide gas, ether, &c.; also by applying 
the new local anaesthetic, cocaine, which is mere 
ly brought in contact with the gum, the patient 
being perfectly sensible, teeth are extracted with­
out pain. Artificial sets from $5 to $8—the very 
best. Filling teeth a speciality. English and 
German spoken. 4-22-6m.
P  G. HOBSON,
A ttorn ey-a t-L aw ,
Cor .M AIN and SWEDE Streets, Norristown,Pa 
Can be seen every evening at his residence! n. 
Freeland.
JJ  M. BROWNBACK,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW ,




Blackstone  Bu ild in g , No. 727 W a ln u t  St ., 
PHILADELPHIA.
Second Floor, Room 15.
Can be .seen every evening at his residence, 
Co lle g e v il l e , Pa. Dec.l7,lyr.
^  P. FETTEROLF,
Justice of the, Peace
C O L L E G E V IL L E  Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. 
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
W M . S. ESSICK,
JUSTICE of the PEACE!
MAIN STREET, ROTERSFORD, PA.
Broker in Insurance and Real Estate. Money 
wanted for loans on first mortgage. Brief of 
title furnished in all cases. Correspondence so 
licited. 606
JOHN H. CASSELBERRY.
O4 mile north of Trappe.)
Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by 
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. 0. Address : Limerick Square.
T P. KOONS,
Practical S later ! I
RAHIL'S S T A T IO N  Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag­




Collegeville, Pa. Always on band roofing 
slate and slate flagging, and roofiing felt. All 
orders promptly attended to. Also on band a 
large lot of greystone flagging.
gDW ARD DAVID, v
PAINTER and PAPER«HANGER*
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind 
of work in the line of painting, graining, and 
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer­




Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work. 




Estimates for work furnished upon application, 
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended 
to promptly. jan.l ,’85,tf.
J  W. GOT WALS.
PAINTER, GRAINER.& PAPER HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
All orders promptly executed.
apr-16-tf
rPHE POPULAR
D I N I N G R O O M S ,
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near 
Main, Norristown,
H A R R Y  B .  L O N G ,  P r o p r i e t o r .  
Is the place to go to get anything you may de­
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style, 
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest and 
best in town, done up in every style. Remember 




Has just opened a business place at Grater’s 
Ford where he will keep on hand at all 






Of all kinds, Frames and all kinds of Building 
Materials in his line. Goods delivered on short 
notice. I solicit an examination of my goods and 
prices before purchasing elsewhere. Scroll work 
of every description, promptly done. S-25-lyr
YAST IMPROVEMENT IN
FAMILY BIBLES.
Two Bibles in one volume hereafter for the 
price of one. Just isssued, our new and magnifi­
cent paraleil contrasted columns, old and new 
revised versions Family Bible. The most gor­
geous and superbly illnstrated and illuminated 
edition ever published on the globe. Low prices; 
genuine, durable bindings. Liberal terms to 
AGENTS WANTED. Write and state clearly 
intentions and wishes. Great new departure for 
Bible agents who have exhausted their fields on 
old style editions. Act quickly, and get ahead 
of all others this year.
SCAMMEL & COMPANY,






&c., of any design desired promptly fur­
nished at tbe lowest possible prices con-1 
si6tent with good worxmanship. All de­
signs executed in the best manner. Estimates 
for all Kinds of worn pertaining to tbe business 
cheerfully given. febl8tf.
"* O Xi L 3S !£&
PFILIOIOIRI!
Of superior quality, manufactured from the best 
wheat by Improved Facilities, at the
Yerkes Station Mills.
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prioes.







1ST LOWEST CASH PRICES.
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
J. H . L A N D E S .
COLLEGEVILLE
B A K E R Y  !
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread* Rolls &c.,
.EVERY MORNING.
I C E  C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open­
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics.and weddings supplied at 
short notice, on reasonable terms.
QAM J O N E Q
Oe r m o i t i )
In the Principal Cities, with history of His Life ; 
and Sermons by Sam Small,his Co-laborer.
Only Illustrated Edition.
Most remarkable and intensely interesting and 
amusing engravings ever seen in a book.
ONLY FULL AND AUTHENTIC EDITION.
The first complete reports ever printed. Great 
book sensation of the day. Tremendous demand. 
No book ever before like it. AGENTS WANT­
ED. Popular low-down prices. Write for terms; 
or,to secure agency quick, send75cts. in stamps 
for full outfit. STANDARD BOOK CO.,
612 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JO SE P H  S T O N E , 
C A R P E T  W E A V E R
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet tor 
sale at reasonable prices.
Department of Agriculture.
FALL PLANTING OF FRUIT 
TREES &c.
Frank Pace, of Oakland, Minn., wants 
to know if apple and cherry trees and 
raspberry plants will do as well set out 
in the fall as set out in the spring. We 
would say in reply, that there isa great 
difference of opinions among experi­
enced horticulturists on this question, 
based both upon experience and theory. 
Let us examine the question on all 
sides.
1. Trees and plants, to most suc­
cessfully endure the rigors of our win­
ters, need to have their wood as mature 
as possible. One of the best evidence 
of maturity of the year’s growth is the 
dying and dropping of the foliage with­
out frosts or severe drouths. This sel­
dom occurs in this climate until the 
later part of October. When growth 
continues untU that time we generally 
say that the wood is well ripened and 
that our more tender trees are in good 
condition to endure the winter. We will 
suppose then, that trees are dug about 
the first of November, and, with a 
little delay as possible, transplanted in 
to well prepared soil, dry enough to be 
worked without detriment and so well 
drained that water would not stand 
around the roots when frost is out of 
the ground. We can see no good rea­
son why those trees should not stand 
the winter, as well as if not removed 
from the nursery. To be sure, they are 
not quite so firmely fastened in the soil 
as before transplantation, as the tips of 
the most of the roots were broking off 
in digging the tree, but we think newly 
planted trees are seldom lifted ont of 
the soil by the freezing and thawing 
processes of the winter. As a wise pre­
caution it would be well to cover tbe 
ground above the roots with a mulch of 
pretty well rotted barnyard manure, so 
well rotted that mice would not harbor 
in it. I t  would also be a good plan to 
throw a mound of earth, about a foot 
high, around the bases of the trees, 
both to prevent too much swaying of 
the trees by the wind and also to pre­
vent mice from approaching the trees 
to gnaw them. I t has been found that 
mice, burrowing under the snow, com­
ing to the barrier offered by the hillock, 
turn aside and do not reach the trees.
I t is believed that hardy trees, apples 
and pears especially, planted thus in 
autumn, will start into growth earlier j 
in the spring. The soil becomes settled 
around the roots, the. broken ends be­
comes calloused, and incipient rootlets, 
or buds of rootlets, if you please, are 
formed and the trees are growing in 
the spring before the soil is in condi­
tion to dig and transplant the trees. 
Much more growth is made before the 
summer drouth sets in and consequent­
ly the trees are in much better condi­
tion to endure the usual summer drouth.
The reader will receive that we have 
presented a hypothetical condition of 
things. If the planter has the trees 
growing on his own grounds, or if he 
lives in the neighborhood of nurseries, 
where he can go and obtain trees, such 
as he wants them, he can leave them 
growing until the time for transplant­
ing has arrived, and have them dug 
and planted at the time desired. But 
the practice prevailing in this country 
is somewhat different from that which 
we have sketched. Trees and plants 
are growing in large nurseries and sold 
by agents all over the country, especi­
ally the northern states. To enable the 
nurserymen to dig, pack .and ship their 
stock, so that it will reach all custom- 
mers before the earth becomes frozen, 
they commence operations before the 
close of September, while yet the leaves 
are green upon the trees. The leaves 
are stripped from the trees by hand in 
many cases, we think, before the wood 
is fully matured, and then, before they 
are dug, packed and delivered to dis­
tant customers, it is too late to attempt 
to plant them. The best that can be 
done under sueh circumstances, especi­
ally in very high latitudes, is to trench 
them out in a dry, protected locality, 
covering roots and bodies with earth. 
In this way they are on hand read)’’ to 
plant just as early in the spring as the 
soil is in condition to work. I t is quite 
general opinion that cherries and 
peaches do better planted in spring.
As for raspberries, about the same 
condition prevail with them as with 
trees, although a portion of the sprouts 
of red raspberries mature rather earlier 
than trees. But black raspberries are 
grown from the tips of panes of the cur­
rent year’s growth. Part of them may 
be layered before the close of summer 
and may strike roots and grow some 
pretty strong, mature roots by the last 
of October. I f  these are selected and 
transplanted with care about the first 
of November, they will probably have 
some advantages over those spring 
planted. But a large proportion of 
those layered, especially from the tips 
of lateral branches, ought not to be dug 
until spring. In many cases small fruit 
nurserymen plant out some of their 
weaker plants, or those that are over­
looked in first digging, in spring, in 
nursery rows and let them grow till fall 
for fall-planting. These are much pre­
ferable to weak, autumn layered plants, 
but are, in our opinion, inferior to 
good, strong, mature plants, layered 
the latter part of summer. — American 
Rural Home.
CAN A COW BE KEPT ON LESS 
THAN TWO ACRES ?
Progressive farmers contend that it 
is wasteful husbandry to require four 
or five acres of land to keep a cow a 
year, and they are trying to demon­
strate that half that area, under im­
proved modern culture, is sufficient. A 
correspondent of the Chamber o f  Agri­
culture, London, shows how a farmer 
who keeps 100 head on 200 acres, pro­
poses to do better :
“I have long advocated a system of 
cultivation which upon many soils is 
the most economical of any I believe is 
known. What Can and what cannot be 
produced per acre many excellent 
farmers will not attempt to show, but 
that immense quantities of food can be 
produced fay means of high farming 
brought about by the aid of cow stock, 
and that cows themselves can in conse­
quence be fed upon a much smaller 
space of ground than has hitherto been 
believed, there can be no doubt what­
ever. I do not feel at liberty to de­
scribe a farm which I might instance as 
an example of the system which might 
more commonly be followed with profit, 
but this I may say, that with over a 
hundred head of cattle in milk, a newly 
acquired holding has, in a very short 
space of timé, been made to carry one 
head to just about two acres, and this 
is shortly to be beaten, as the occupier 
finds he can carry still more. Consid­
erably more than half the acreage is in 
forage crops—rye, grass, clover, and 
grass mixtures, lucerne, vetches, tri- 
folium, etc. The plan of soiling is 
adopted, and the silo is an important 
element of the farm. For example, a 
fortnight before hay-making, indeed, 
about the first of June, some 220 tons 
of fodder was put into a silo with very 
little trouble. Here is a golden store 
to fall back upon, even for such a herd 
as the one in question ; and yet the 
same field which produced it is rapidly 
producing its second cutting. The cat­
tle were being fed a few days ago upon 
green food, the first crop not being all 
cut, altough that first cut had grown so 
rapidly that it was almost fit to cut 
again, and would alone carry on the 
herd until the end of July. Yet there 
are two or three other very heavy 
crops, most of which will, however,find 
their way into - ricks and silos. Cab­
bages and roots'are also largely pro­
duced, but efforts will be made to dis­
pense with the latter in consequence of 
the expense attending their cultivation. 
And this will doubtles.s be done, as the 
silage is found to do its work' well. 
There appears to me to be a possibility 
of our achieving much greater things 
with dairy cattle than we have done, so 
many have been frightened by-bogeys 
in the form of proverbs, of which agri­
culturists are often very suspicious. ‘It 
is better to be over-rented than over­
stocked,’ says one, but this is now the 
reverse of truth—absolutely so. The 
more stock the more crops. A maxi­
mum number of cattle on a minimum 
quantity of land necessitates artificial 
feeding, and this is just what makes the 
soil fertile, and so the ball set rolling by 
heavy stocking, heavy feeding and 
heavy cropping, brings grist to the 
farmer’s mill. High feeders almost al­
ways find it pay, and the extent of the 
purchases of a judicious farmer in arti­
ficial foods is often the measure of his 
success and the condition of his farm.
A landlord wants no covenants with 
such a tenant ; indeed, he ought to be 
retained at any cost, if he only pays 
his rent.”—American Rural Home.
m m hms
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The Roberts Machine Company.
Collegeville* P a.
Parties who want a convenient 
and ample water supply should ad­
dress THE ROBERTS MACHINE 
COMPANY, Collegeville, Pa.
Having had years of experience 
in erecting the celebrated PERK­
INS WINDMILL, and inasmuch as 
we have just received the sole agen­
cy for these Windmills in the coun­
ties of Montgomery, Chester, Berks, 
and Bucks, with our largely in­
creased facilities to do satisfactory 
work we are fully prepared to con­
tract for the erecting of these Mills 
and to do Plumbing in every branch. 
We keep in stock a variety of the 
best Hand Pumps. We also manu­
facture Cedar Tanks of any size. 
Our celebrated One and Two Horse 
Powers, and DWARF THRESH­
ERS and SEPARATORS and our 
Clipper Fodder Cutters with Grind­
ers are doing excellent work and 
are unsurpassed anywhere. We are 
prepared to furnish Pulleys, Hang­
ers,.Shafting and General Mill Work. Erect ENGINES and BOILERS and in 
fact to do general steam work.
A gricultural and H arvesting M achinery,
of various kinds for sale. We will give information in regard to water supplies 
generally, and are prepared to bore Artesian Wells to any depth necessary.
Repairing in all its  tranches Promptly Attended to
BY COMPETENT WORKMEN.
tí r.Ul ÜI1M |v;i,¡
Our Facilities for Executing-
are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The 
Job Work done at the I n d epen d en t  office favorably compares with that done anywhere in 
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.
If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of 
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it is—
ADVERT ISE}
—I n  t h e  colum ns  o f  t h e —
PROVIDENCE
IN D E P E N D N E T -«
—The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I n d e­
pen d e n t  circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It is read by at least 3500 
people ev^ry week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously 
invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I n d epen d en t  
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous peonle 
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise».
SU B SC R IB E  FOR TH E
“PROVIDENTCE
I IS riD IE IF E IL T ID IE ls rT , 7 7
—$1.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your .money and more or less happiness 
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e pe n d e n t , the paper that stands on its 
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The I n d epen d en t  
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and 
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth 
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own, 
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
MAMBRINQ HASSON. FARMERS!
PEDIGREE. Mambrino Hasson was sired by 
Relfs Mambrino Pilot., he by Mambrino Chief, 
he by Mambrino Paymaster, he by Mambrino,he 
bjT Imported Messenger. Mambrino Pilots Dam 
by. Alexander's 1 ilot, Jr., Dam of Mambrino 
Hasson, by Hasson, of Salem, Ohio; he by Im­
ported Imum, (an Arabian horse presented to 
President Van Buren by the Emporor of Moroc­
co); Dam ofHosson was by Utility,he by Ameri- 
can Eclipse. —MAMBRINO HASSON—
Will make the season for 1886 at 
the stable of his owner,
At W ash in gto n  Square, Pa.,
At Fifty Dollars a Mare. Mares not proving 
with foal can be returned the next season free of 
charge. Mambrino Hasson took the first premium 
at the Pennsylvania Agricultural State fair* at | 
Philadelphia, 1885, for the finest bred trotting I 
stallion ; he also won the 2:30 race at the Potts- 
town Fair, making a record of 2.31 ; he has 
shown trials in 2:25. JOS. C. BEYER,
4-8 Norristown, P. O., Pa
I desire to bring to the attention of Farmers, L. 
L. CROCKER'S AMMONTATED BONE
THOMAS LOWNES,
1  Ar XA& W. H. DAYIS.
W agon: and: Carriage: Builders*
RAHN STATION, PA.
Wq are prepared to do painting, light and heavy 
work.
BLACK SM ITHING ,
in all its branches. No pains spared to give 
satisfaction. Give ns a call.
A 'J
T THE COLLEGEVILLE
which stands high in commercial value; is not in­
jurious to plant germs, and is equal to any in the 
market in ammonia*blood and bone phosphate. It 
is one of the best phosphates now used. I also 
recommend the ROSEBONE PHOSPHATE,com­
posed of % guano, the balance dissolved bone 
and potash. It has given complete satisfaction 
on all crops. Price: $29.50 delivered In addition 
to these I will sell a valuable fertilizer, imported 
from South America, a Superior
Natural Guano!
which will analyze 5 to 7 per cent, in ammonia— 
three grades, from $36 to $45 per ton. For fur­
ther particulars call on or address,
IF 1.  Œ P. Z F - A - J R I I ^ G - I E U ^  
mar.4 IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Wm.J. THOMPSON,
-BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN TEIE BEST-
FULL STOCK OF
READY MADE
H A R N E S S !
Of the best material and manufacture, at
Eetwiler’s, Upper Proviiease Spare.
Agricultural Store
Can be found the latest and most improved 
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, including
Hench’s Patent Cultivator,
and DOUBLE ROW' CORN PLANTER with 
phosphate attachment—a machine that has given 
perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call and see 
it or send for descriptive circular. Also the 
Champion Mowers, Reapers and Cord Binders,' 
greatly improved, the most perfect and lightest 
machine. Also all improved plows, horse rakes, 
and all the improved Farming Implements used. 




V F A i ~
=MUTT0N,=
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues­
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each 
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he 








IM PO RTED COLLARS.
Call and examine our stock and ascertain 
prices before going out of your latitude to make 
your purchases. Repairing attended to promptly.
John G. Letwiler.
H A V E  Y O U  S E E N  
T H E  L A T E S T
Improvement in Threslisrs ani Cleaners
It will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don’t 
buy until you see it. Send for Catalogue of our 
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean­
ers,  ^ Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and 
Crushers, Land Rollers, Harvesters, Binders, 
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.
WE KEEP A LARGE STOCK OP ALL KINDS 
OF FARM MACHINENY.
Plow Shares and Extras of various Chilled Plows. 
Iron Fencing, and castings of all descriptions 
made to order. Repairing and jobbing of all 
kinds of machinery work promptly attended to. 
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept 
In stock, warranted the best. Sold on reason­
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good 
machinery to be sold at. Catalogues free on 
application. Call or address
H E E B N E R  & SO N S,
Lansdale, Montgomery County, Penna.
Gristock & Vanderslice,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
-  De a le r s  in
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemloclc
L U M B E R ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.




Special Bai gains in Jump-Scat, Brewster Side- 
Bar and Timpkin. Side-Bar




CEDAR AND  
RAILS.
CHESTNUT
L e h i g h  and Schuylki l l
-| ì" '-A.
COAL. -  -  COAL.
FLOUR,
Corn, Bran, M iddlings,
OATS, L IN S E E D  M EAL,
AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s 
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in 
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready 
Paint,—a cheap durable paint tor barns and 
fencing.
E N T E R P R I S E  ~
MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford* Montgomery Co. Pa.
would announce to my friends and the public, 
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of 
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
md mrT(
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in 
the finest and latest designs.
GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip­
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar­
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, ST E PS, SILLS, ETC., ETC
A11 work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and 
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design 
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones. 
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different 
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been 
turned out at the E n ter pr ise  W o r k s . Call and 
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low; 
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto: 
' lLow prices and fair dealings,”
RESPECTFULL T,
D. Theo. Buckwalter.
J  une 8-ly.
■ THE ONLY STEAM
ling1 Mac!




with Boiler Attached is the
BEST WASHER la The WORLD!
With the boiler attachment the clothes are wash­
ed and boiled at the same time. The water 
is boiled aud kept boiling while washing, 
with one-eighth part of the fuel, and 
in less than one-half the time 
that is required to heat in 
the usual way. It is pro­
nounced by all per­
sons who have 
seen it to be
THE BEST MACHINE EVER INVENTED.
A Machine that will really save time, labor and 
clothes, works easily and is durable is bound to 
become popular. No family can afford to be 
without the Eureka Washer. Call on or address
A . L. A sh en felter,
PORT PROVIDENCE, Montg., 0o.. Pa.
Manufacturer and Sole Proprietor of Montg.,Co. 
Good reliable agents wanted. Sep.l7-tf
ESTABLISHED 1857.
J. M. Albertson & Sons.,
33 J N  3NT I K  E  R  S  ,  
N oirrstow n, Pa.
3 Per Cent.
Interest Paid on Deposits




Boxes in Vault to Rent at Low Rates,
